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1. OVERVIEW OF THE PROJECT

PROJECT BACKGROUND

The Flight Management System (FMS) is the principal means by which navigation and in-flight
performance optimization take place in most current aircarriers and many business jets. The
FMS integratesconventional airplane avionics capabilities with software-based digital systems,
electronicdisplays, and other advanced technology features in order to support integrated
monitoringandcontrol oftheaircraft.

^systemcapafele of providing suchabroad range offunctionality is an obvious candidate for
user complexity. Not surprisingly, flight crews can have difficulty using thesystem to bring

SibouTSe~3esired aircraft performanceand may not always beaware ofwhat the aircraft is
doing. Although these systems do performawide range offunctions, thequestion arises as to
whether theircomplexity is an inherent feature ofsuch systems, or whether modifications in the
design can improve their overall usability. The objective of this project is to comparecurrent
FMSs so as to identify alternative ways in which similarfunctions are performed. In this way, it
may be possible to identify those design characteristics which might reduce thecomplexity of
FMS use. To this end, three FMSs wereselected for analysis: Boeing's 757/767 FMS; the Airbus
A320 FMS; andthe Universal UNS-IB FMS, which isused insome business jets.

The current report is the third in aseries of reports prepared for this project The first report,A
Reviewand Discussion ofFtight Management System Incidents Reported to the Aviation SafetyReporting
System (FJdredge, Mangold &Dodd, 1992), describes the results ofan analysis of reports, submit
ted to the Aviation Safety Reporting System (ASRS), that describe incidents which were caused,
at least in part, by difficulties flight crews had in using FMSs. This review provided avaluable J y>
look at the types ofproblems flight crews have in using thesesystems, includinguseful descrip- ^ \
tions ofhow thecrews attempted to identify the source of the problems. The outcome was aset «• \y
-e l : i~H U. u^^. «(/)! ffin.lh'ae fliohf rrauN !IK> havinff With FMSs. ThiS Set Of I W \T

performance.

Once the types of maneuvers which are most likely to be problematic for the crew have been
specified, the specific source of the problem (e.g. complicated procedural logic) remains to be
identified. To do so, analyses of the FMS itselfneed to be performed. The complexity ofFMSs
means that no single type ofanalysis is likely to possess the breadth to address all critical aspects
of the system. Asecond report, Overviewofan Approach to the FMS Description/Characterization
Study (Mangold &Eldredge, 1991), identifies five sets ofanalyses that should be performed to ^A-
adequately characterize FMSs, including analyses of the procedures used to interact with the x ^ JS
flight management computer (FMC) and comparisons of procedures for shifting between auto- J /V
mation levels. For each type ofanalysis, aset ofanalytical tools is recommended. ^>^T
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[Note: For the purposes of this report, "Flight Management System" (FMS) and "Flight Manage
mentComputer" (FMC) are not interchangeable terms. "FMS" refers to the overall navigation
and performance system used to control the aircraft in other than manualmode This system
includes all levels ofautomation, such as flight director and autopilot levels. The FMC serves as
the highest level ofautomation within the Flight Management System. Consequently, the term
"FMC refers toasubset ofcapability within the overall FMSJ

The current report focuses on one of the five sets ofanalyses described in the 1991 report Specifi
cally, this report presents the results ofcomparisons between procedures used by the three FMSs
(Boeing, Airbus,Universal) to perform seven tasks bymeans of the FMC Analysis of the proce
dures by which the user can interact with the FMC is critical for the simple reason that the FMC
serves as an intermediary between the flight crew and the aircraft This means, in effect, that
there are two separatedemands on the crew. First, the crew has to know how to perform the
various navigational and control tasks involved in the flight Second, the crew has to understand
how to operate the FMS and FMC so as to perform the required flight tasksby means of these
systems.

Interaction with the FMS through the FMC takes place through the control display unit (CDU;
see Figure 1-1). When the FMC is used, the CDU, in combination with other flight instruments
such as the HSI, serves as the crew's primary "window" to the aircraft In asense, the crew's
majorcontact with the aircraft takes place through the FMC Consequently, the design of the
FMC interface becomes acritical determinant ofhow effective the flight crewcan beincontrol
ling the aircraft Complaints about the high cognitive demands involved in using the FMC,
together with the large number of key presses required for critical maneuvers performed under
severe time constraints (Eldredge, Mangold &Dodd, 1991) support the importance ofaddressing
FMC procedures. Many of the tasks selected for analysis here were identified by Eldredge,
Mangold, and Dodd (1992) as especially problematic for flight crews to perform.

OBJECTIVES OFTHE PROCEDURAL ANALYSES

Given this need to look at the proceduresused to interact with the CDU, the obvious question
becomes what types of issues are of interest and should beaddressed. The objective of this phase
of the project is to compare FMCs to determine if there are certain procedural logics which are
easier to use than others. Given this overall objective, thr^eJugWe^js^ue&appear to be espe
cially interesting. First is the issue ofhow easy the pro^ures^SLuiejjejyJojmdersjand.
The constraints of this study preclude interviewing pilots, conducting experiments, and other
empirical methods for answering this question. An aljematiyea^pjgachjsto look at the "seman-
Hf£nfrtw pinrgHiKefi so as to assess understandabifity as afunction oftij|njngber ot pasic~
concepts used and the consistency with which they are used.

The problem ofconsistencv itself serves as acritical issue. Atime-honored precept ofuser inter
face desigTHsToensure that the procedures are consistent (see, for example, Barnard, Hammond,
Morton, Long, &Clark, 1981). Consistency means that the usercan easily determine which
proceduresapply to asituation on the basis of rules known to be appropriate in other, similar
situations. The advantage ofconsistency is that it reduces the numberofunique procedures that
must be learned, remembered, and notconfused.
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Figure 1-1. TheA320CDU.

7 Ajhird, related concern is the compjogtjrof the procedures. Complexity is adifficult concept to
asseisTThe simplest approach is to assume that complexity is defined by the numbexfifjcey
presses req01r«ttdT5erfonna given task. Although this approach has the advantage that it offers
deari7defined procedures for assessing complexity, it is likely that kejipregs complexity differs
asa function ofthe type ofkey press. For example, pressing akey tomove to another screen
probably reflects more complexity than pressing an alphanumeric character to enteran altitude
or waypoint name. Moving to adifferent screen typically entails an element of memory in that
the pilot must remember what screen offers the desired informatioa In addition, moving to a
different screenmay mean shifting to adifferent FMC task. Inputting alphanumeric characters,
in contrast, may includeamemory demand (remembering the to-be-inputted information) but it
typicaUy does not entail shifting to adifferent task. Although this assumption ofdiffering com
plexity has yet to be empirically tested, it has been used in this study to influence many of the
conclusions concerning procedural complexity.

Related to the issues of consistency and cornpjgdtyjs-thp potential forpipced^mjl^problems and
confusions. For example, the system may be confusing as to how the ddeTeTunction works. Does
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the delete key remove onlyasingle character or all of the information in the field? Does the
delete character forward delete (remove the character located after the cursor) orbackdelete
(remove the character just before the cursor)?What is the procedure for deleting an entire flight
plan? Is it possible to accidentallydelete the flight plan when attempting to delete some element
of the plan? Procedures that have hidden assumptions orbehave in away that maynotbe
apparent to the user are referred to as "Gotchas."

Concepts such as consistency and complexity can be defined in avariety of ways. For example,
complexity is an important concern in the development ofsoftware. This report is concerned
with consistency and complexity from the user's perspective This means that ifthe objective is to
develop amethodology for predicting complexity and speed of learning, it must be founded on
psychological principles (Green, Schiele, and Payne, 1988). This requirement for auser perspec
tive serves as the fundamental criterion for selection ofan analytical tool.

CANDIDATES FOR AN ANALYTICAL TOOL

An adequate analysis of FMC procedures must address each of these issues. Not surprisingly, a
variityofapproaches can be used^eeoTHaan, van derVeer &VUet, 1991, for auseful review).
Threecommon typesof approaches are:

• syntactic methods

• performance assessment methods

• userknowledgemethods

Syntactic methods attempt to identify the underlying structure ofinterface procedures. Examples
ofsuch methods include Reisner's Action Language (1981,1983) and Payne and Green's Set
Grammar (1983). These methods useaformal notation, such as Backus-Naur form, to describe
the legal or grammatically correct rules that can be used with an interface. One advantage ofa
formal representational structure is its ability to identify commonality in underlying structure,
thus supporting assessments ofsyntactic consistency. Also, syntactic methods are based upon
established formal methods whose properties are well understood. Finally, they use well-defined
procedures for detecting theunderlying structure ofuser-interface rules and primitives.

Acritical disadvantage of syntactic methods is that people tend to besensitive to semantic as
well as syntactic characteristics (Schiele &Green, 1990). In addition, peopleare not sensitive to all
forms ofsyntactic consistency, one example being the use ofcommand names that have the same
number ofletters. Since these methods do not differentiate between which types ofsyntactic
consistency people respond to, it is possible to focus on irrelevant characteristics while missing
those characteristics of greatest informational value. Consequently, use ofasyntactic method
alone is likelytomisscritical semantic aspects.

Performance assessment methods are asecond type ofanalytical tooL One ofthe more estab
lished assessment tools is the GOMS approach (Kieras, 1988). The GOMS method refers to a
family of tools which share the objective of predicting the time required to performagiven task.
Predictions are based upon assumptions as to the time required for each of the various elemen
tary physical (pressing akey), perceptual (searching for and finding the cursor), and cognitive ,



(selecting an option) actions involved in the task. ApopularGOMS method is Cognitive Com
plexityTheory (Kieras &Poison, 1985), which translates procedures into aproduction system
notation. Complexity is defined as the numberof production rules required to perform agiven
task. The assumption is that the greater the numberofrules involved, the greater the complexity.
Unfortunately, this provides arather narrow view ofcomplexity. One might expect that produc
tion rules are like key presses: some rules maybecognitively more complex than others.

The GOMS approach does offerasecond source of information about procedural complexity.
The performance prediction that is the primary value provided by the method can serve as a
global measure of procedural complexity. However, there is no capability to directly address the
user's understanding (or misunderstanding) of the task, even in the case ofCognitiveComplex
ity Theory. Although the production rule approach has been suggested as arepresentational
method used by the human cognitive system (e.g., Anderson, 1983), Cognitive Complexity
Theory does not specifically attempt to represent the user's conceptual understanding of the
system. An additional weakness is the assumption oferror-free performance, l^V;"*"*?
some ambiguity as to what constitutes aproduction rule (de Haan, van derVeer &Vliet, 1991}.
This ambiguity means that users ofCognitive Complexity Theory may not always translate aset
ofprocedures into the same set ofproduction rules.

Athird approach involves attempting to model the user's understanding of the interface. For
example, the Task-Action Grammar (Payne &Green, 1986; Schiele &Green, 1990) attempts to
map the user's understanding of the task structure onto the actions performed to accomplish the
task. The task is broken down into "simple tasks," such as "move cursorup." The actions re
quired to perform each simple task are then described. This type ofapproach is intended to
apply asemantic perspective to issues such as consistency. Although this method is not particu
larly useful as aperformance measure, it does look at the interface from aknowledge perspec
tive.

Of the three types ofapproaches, semantic tools, such as Task-Action Grammar, seem best able
to address the specific concerns ofthis project The remainder of this chapter looks at the specific
semantic approach that has been used inthis project

A SEMANTIC APPROACH

The objective ofdevising arepresentation of the user's own conceptual representation of the
system may not seem possible for the obvious reason that onesystem user's representation is
likely to differ from another. This particular difficulty can be avoided by assuming that the
objective is to identify the representation encouraged by the system itself. This system-induced
conceptual representation corresponds with Norman's (1983) "system image," which he defines
as the image provided to the user by the system through the information given by the system
itself.

Asemantic approach has the objective ofaddressing themeaning ofasequence of key presses.
The assumption is that users do not merely memorize sequences of key presses but, instead,
learn the structure that underlies the meaning ofsequences of presses. If these sequences always
have the same meaning, regardless ofhow they are used in combination with other sequences,
users will find the system to be easier to learn and use. Consequently, the approach taken in this



report focuses on identifying the concept that isdefined byaspecific set ofkey presses. The
intent is to identify these concepts, define exactly what they mean, the conditions underwhfch-^
they are used, and the constraints that limit theiruse. Defining these concepts should satisffy
objectiveofdetermining ifthe FMCs investigated here differ as to the concepts conveyed bytfie
procedures.

This focus on concepts is consistent with current cognitive theory which aims at identifying the
conceptual structure underlying memory* language, and thought (see, for example, Jackendoff,
1983). The goal is to identifyaformaHsjn-by which conceptual understanding can be represented
so as to be able to apply thWohrrftolTformalism to the identification ofconcepts which support
understanding. These concepts can beintegrated together toprovide acoherent structure, a
mental model, whichcan beusedtounderstand how asystemworksand predict theconse
quences ofany interactions with the system. Using this type ofapproach, the focus becomes the
semantics of the task domain and interface.

Identifying the semantic concepts ofan interface is one goal. Asecond is to try to identify the
conceptual relations that are used to integrate individual information elements into acoherent
predictable structure. Examples ofthese coherence relations include expansion relations such as
generalization-specific (Hobbs, 1983), where general information provides acontextual basis for
morespecific information, and temporal relations such as sequence (Mann &Thompson, 1986),
where theoccurrence ofasecond statement necessarily follows theoccurrence of thefirst
Hentifying the specific relationships between elements ofinformation should be extremely
valuableasatool for detecting theinformational structureused byeach ofthe FMCs.

This approach differs in important ways from most approaches, some ofwhich were described
earlier, currently used for user interface design and evaluation. The fundamental difference is
that noattempt was made todevelop a formal analytical method, such as Reisner*s Action
GrammarandPayne andGreen's Task-Action Grammar. Itwasfelt that themore important
objective istodefine the concepts used todevelop procedures and identify the structureby
which information isorganized across multiplescreens ineach FMC.

Existing methodologies do not appear able to achieve these objectives. This is not to suggest that
these methods are faulty. Instead, it isimportant torecognize important differences inthe types
ofinterfaces addressed byexisting methods. Rasmussen and Goodstein (1988) distinguish
between a focus onthe user-computer interface and efforts toimprove human performance in
specific workareas, anarea ofresearch called cognitive engineering.

This distinction iscritical because the opportunities available for each differ radically. Tools for
improving the interface were developed to improve the usability ofsoftware that is intended to
support avariety ofusers. For example, word processing software isused bypeople writing
letters, lawyers preparing legal briefs, and novelists. Consequently, theinterface designer is
severely constrained as to the types ofuser supports that can beprovided. The software clearly
cannot be designed to supportaspecific setoftasks since itisdifficult to predict how the soft
ware ultimately will be used. Instead, the focus isonensuring that the procedures that mustbe
followed require aminimum number ofprocedures which possess an inherent consistency. For
example, Schiele and Green (1990) analyzed the procedures required to draw various types of
shapes inthe Macintosh™ program MacDraw™. It isnot possible todefine when ausermight
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want to useaspecific form but it is possible to ensure that thesame basic set ofactions are used if
the user wants to draw an ellipse or rectangle.

In contrast, the study ofFMCs clearly requiresaclose look at thespecific tasks for which it was
designed to be used. This means that the design of the interface is critically constrained by the
requirements of the task Tools intended for use inaspecific taskdomain must be capable of
addressing semantic issues. Attempts to formalize such concepts as consistency and complexity
are obviously dependent upon the extent to which the formal method represents those aspects of
consistency andcomplexity thatactuallyaffect the user. Since no formal methods capable of
focusing on semantic structure were available, thedecision was made to devise "soft" semantic
tools capable ofproviding the required semantic scope.

ORGANIZATION OF THE REPORT

The distinction between procedures for using the FMC itselfand procedures for performing the
task influenced the organization of this report Chapter two focuses on the FMC procedure
themselves. Examples of these procedures include entering data into afield and moving from
onescreen to another. The objective ofthis chapter is to compare these FMC-oriented procedures
inorder toidentify important similarities and differences.

Characteristic ofall three FMCs is the large number ofscreens they provide. Each FMC o^™*5
all of the screens into asmall number ofcategories, called modes. These modes reflect the FMC
designer's view of the major functions to be performed using the FMC Comparisons between
the modal organizations of the three FMCs are described in chapter three.

The reniainingchapters compare specific procedures used for performing common flight tasks.
Chapter four reviews the procedures for entering the flight plan and the overall structureby
which flight plan information is organized. Chapter five looks at some of the procedures used for
modifying the vertical path of the aircraft whilechaptersix reviews some procedures for chang
inglateral aircraft path
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2. FMC CDU CONCEPTS

OBJECTIVES OF THE FMC CDU CONCEPTS ANALYSIS

In attempting to model the user's understanding ofthe FMC, itis important to differentiate
understanding ofthe FMC itself from understanding ofthe flight task The user must not only
understand what the various flight tasks arebut also know what procedures to use to get the
FMCto performthose tasks.

The objective ofthis chapter isto look atthe procedures for interacting with the FMC alone.
These procedures include inputting and modifying data, and moving from one screen to an
other. Each ofthese procedures consists ofasequence ofactions performed bythe FMC user.
These procedures can beanalyzed to identifyaset ofprimitives which are combined to form
procedures.

The analysis involves three steps. First thesimplest tasks involved inusing the FMC mustbe
identified. Examples ofthese simple tasks are enter data into afield, modify the data, move to
another screen. Once thesetasks havebeenidentified, thesequence of actions orkey presses
required to perform each task must be identified. The third step is the most complicated. Con
cepts used to understand the simple tasks mustbeidentified. These concepts are assumed to
serve as building blocks bywhich the FMC user builds an understanding ofhow to translate
flight task goals into FMC procedures. Identifying the concepts works from both atop-down and
bottom-up perspective: top-down inthat the simple tasks help todefine the set ofconcepts
assumed to support understandingofthe simple task; and bottom-up in that the sequence of
actions required toperforma task often play adecisive role inidentifying which concepts are
actually involved.

In effect, three levels ofanalysis are involved. At the highest level are the simple tasks. Given the
commonality of flight tasks performedby the three systems, it isunlikely that FMCs will differ
substantially interms ofthesimple tasks they can perform and, in fact, this was found tobethe
case. At thelowest level are theaction sequences that comprise theprocedures. Substantial
differences inaction sequences would beexpected and this proved tobethe case. The middle
level, thatof theconcepts, isheavily driven by theaction sequences in that theFMC useris
attempting tomakesenseof the procedures used to perform agivensimpletask This levelis
likely to provide themostinteresting picture ofsimilarities anddifferences between FMCs from
the user's perspective.

This type of analysis hasseveral potentialbenefits. First, theanalysis shouldlead to aclearer
picture of theuser's understanding of the FMC Itshouldbe possible to identifypatterns of
conceptual structure by whichissues suchasconsistency andcomplexity mightbeassessed.
People aregoodpattern recognizers and areableto detectconsistent action patterns. After •

8
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detecting these patterns, people then try to understand their meaning. Consequently, consistency
must be assessed not only in terms ofaction sequences butalso with respect to conceptual
consistency. The same argument can be made for complexityas well. For this reason, atwo-
pronged analysis ofprocedures must be performed, that is, both theaction sequences and the
conceptual structure must beassessed in terms of issues ofconsistency and complexity. This
mapping ofconcepts onto action sequences holds great potential for addressing the problem of
piloterrorinusing thesesystems.

APPROACH TO THE ANALYSES

One of the most important characteristics of the FMC structure is its underlying hierarchical
structure (see Figure 2-1). This hierarchy works from the individual procedures through infor
mation layout across multiplescreens. At the highest level are the FMC modes which reflect the
gross-level assignment of information to categories. Thesecategories are accessed by mode select
keys (see Figure 2-2), which, when pressed, display an individual screen of information or
"page."

The FMC

FMC Mode

CDU Page

CDU Page Fields

CDU Page Fields

CDU Page Fields

CDU Page

CDU Page Fields

CDU Page Fields

CDU Page Fields

FMC Mode

CDU Page

CDUPage Fields

CDU Page Fields

CDU Page Fields

Figure 2-1. The hierarchical structure oftheCDU.

Each page is comprised ofaset of fields where information is placed for manipulation or display.
Information can be moved in orout offields by using line select keys (see Figure 2-2).

The Boeing and Airbus systems use ascratchpad, located in the lowest line of the CDU display,
for manipulating information that can be modified by the user (seeFigure 2-2). Alphanumeric
information entered through the keypad isfirst placed inthe scratchpad. Line select keys are
then used to put the information in the desired field. Pressing aline select key next to afield that
contains information places that information inthescratchpad, ifthe scratchpad is empty.
Information located in the scratchpad remains there even ifanother page isselected, which
allowstheuser tomoveinformation fromone pageto another.
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Figure 2-1. The structure of the B-757/767 CDU.

This hierarchical information structurealso is found in the procedur^themselves. Individual
steps in aprocedure can be combined to form more complex procedures>One of the goals of this
chapter is to define this procedural structure, identifying t^primjtives^md legal rules for
combining primitives. In keeping with the project objectivWfartaF/ang the FMC from the point
ofviewoftheuser,an important consideration is todefine these primitives and rules inaccor
dance with how users would doso. This isanespecially important concern interms ofdefining
simple tasks. The obvious definition ofasimple task is an individual user action, such as akey
press. However, this version ofasimple task islikely tobemeaningless tothe user.

Apotentially more useful definition ofasimple task assumes that they should be defined in }
terms ofbasic, meaningful tasks. Decomposition ofthe task into its smallest meaningful elements )
becomes the driver ofsimple-task definitions rather than decomposition ofactions. This defini
tion not only makes more sense interms ofauser point ofview but also has the advantage that
theresulting simple tasks inherently involve meaningful semantic characteristics.

10
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This definition ofasimple task suggests that they are "chunks" ofindividual procedures
which arehandled asautonomous units. Onesuch primitive is"Enter data into a field." For
theBoeing 757/767, this primitive iscomprised ofthefollowing steps:

• Use the keypad to type in thedata The data will automatically appear in the
scratchpad.

• Verify that thedata has beencorrectly entered.

• Press the line select key next tothe field where the data are to beplaced.

• Verify that thedata isin thecorrect field.

Entering field data is atypical FMC use^taskjjt is assumed that this task is the simplest
autonomous unit and should notbedecomposed into smaller elements. For example, enter
ing information into the scratchpad is not an action that is ever performed in isolation.
Entering data intoa field, in contrast, is.

Types of Simple Tasks

Simple tasks involved inusingtheFMC are:

Enter New Data into a Held

Move Existing Data from oneField toAnother

Move From One Pageto Another

Delete Data in a Field

Delete Data inaScratchpad (B-757/767 andA320 only)

Erase Data ona Page (B-757/767 only)

Execute Modified Data

More complex tasks are then constructed through acombination ofsimple tasks. For ex
ample, moving existing data from one page toanother involves two simple tasks: move
existing data from one field toanotherandmovefrom one page toanother.

Actions

Actions are the means bywhich the user performs FMC procedures. There are three basic
kinds of actions:

• alphanumerickey presses

• mode selectkey presses

• line selectkey presses

11
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Conceptual Structure of The Simple Tasks

The objectiveof this project is to attempt to analyze FMC procedures from the FMCuser's point
ofview. To understand the user's view ofthesystem means identifying theconcepts used. One
of the more promising approaches to understanding cognitive functioning suggests that spatial
conceptsare thescaffoldingby which comprehension, reasoning, and other cognitiveskills take
place (see, for example, Lakoff, 1987; Johnson, 1987).Simplyspeaking, the human cognitive
system is assumed to be organized in terms ofconcepts, relationships between concepts, and
attributes of the concepts. Oneset ofconcepts comprisesaspatial framework within which the
"behavior" ofconcepts canbe predicted. For example, pieces ofinformation can be treated
metaphorically as "objects" or things that have states and can participate in events involving
theirbeingbemoved, manipulated, andmodified.

Theattempt has been made in this chapter to use spatial concepts to understand theconceptual
structureofFMC procedures. Because the Boeingand Airbus FMC procedures arevery similar,
theconceptual structures ofboth systems are reviewed together.

The Boeing and Airbus Conceptual Structure

Aset ofconcepts that may be usefully applied to the Boeing and Airbus FMCs are the following.

Objects: Each piece ofdata information in the FMC is conceptually represented asan object
Objects havethe following characteristics:

• New objects canbe created.

• Existing objects can bedestroyed (i.e. deleted).

• Existing objects canbemodified.

• Existing objects canbeselected.

• All objects must have a location orplace.

• All objects can be moved from one place to another, similar place, if the object shares
the logic of that place. In effect, certain places can only handle certain types of objects V\tne logic or tnat place, in errect, certain piaces can umy xuuiuie *.«a um 11/po « w^.^ y
(a place for holding waypoint will not hold airspeeds). Ng/\y

Places: One of the FMC user's central tasks is to enteror put information elements into the FMC P 1
so as to bring about desired aircraft performance In order to be used appropriately, the informa- ^ \ c
tion must be put in the proper place. The Boeing and Airbus FMCs provide two typesi ofcandi- iyr
date places, data fields and the scratchpad. , ,^ L>'•-17 '̂ ~
Select: In order to move ormanipulateapiece of information, it must beselertetTIn the Boeing
and Airbus FMCs, either the object orthe place can be selected. Both selection methods areused
to moveapiece of information from one location to another. The to-be-moved information is first
selected by pressing the line select key next to that information. This action, in effect, selects the
"What." Pressing the lineselect key next to the object automatically copies the information to the
scratchpad. The user then selects thedestination place by pressing the line select key next to the
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destination field. Afield isselected by pressing the line select key next tothat field. This action
defines the "Where" element By definition, information in the scratchpad is the selected infor
mation. Pressingaline select key when the scratchpad contains information will automatically
move that information into the field beside the line select key, ifthe information islegal for that
field.

Paths: In ametaphorical sense, the user moves as wellas objects. This type of movement in
volves moving from onepagetoanother.

States: Object states can be changed. Examples ofstates are creating, modifying, or deleting.
States are changed through the application offunctions, such as the clear function. An additional
state concept involves auser-initiated change in state ofagroup ofobjects, suchas all of the
objects on the same page. In orderfor changes in navigation or performancedata to actually
modify theaircraft, its state must be changed. Threestates are possible: active, meaning the
information is actively being used to guide the system; modified, meaning the information has
been changed but is not active; and inactive, the information has not changed but is also not
beingused to guide the aircraft The mostcommon changes ofstate of interest to the user is the
change from modified toactive orfrom inactive toactive.

The Universal Conceptual Structure

Objects: Each piece ofdata information in the FMC is represented as an object Objects have the
following characteristics:

• Newobjects canbecreated.

• Existing objectscan bedestroyed (Le. deleted).

• Existing objectscanbemodified.

• Existing objectscanbeselected.

• All objects must have a location orplace

Unlike the Boeing/Airbus FMCs, Universal objects cannot bemoved. Once an object has been
created, it canonlybemodified ordeleted.

Places: The Universal FMC does not use ascratchpad. Consequently, objects can only beplaced
in fields.

Select: The Universal FMC does not allow objects to bemoved. Consequently, there isno logical
"What" component to the system. Only the place where an object is to be created or modified can
beselected. Ineffect, the"What" element isalways thesameasthe"Where" element.

Patte: Theuser canmovefromone pagetoanother.

States: Object states can be changed by means of functions that can modify ordestroy objects.
Although not asclearly defined as the Boeingand Airbus systems, the UNS-IB also appears to
have the same three group-level states (active, modified, inactive). The most common changes of
state ofinterest to the user is the change from modified toactive orfrom inactive toactive.
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Performing Simple Tasks

Table 2-1 displays the set ofsimple tasks that can beperformed by means ofan FMC, the con
cepts the useruses to understand the tasks, and the procedures required for each task. Even-
numbered pages display the Boeing and Airbus tasks, concepts, and procedures, while odd-
numbered pages display the same information for the Universal system. The Srefers to asystem
action while the U refers to the user concept.

Entering New Data nto a Field

With the Boeingand Airbus systems, entering new data into a field is a two-step procedure.
First, the information must becreated. Upon creation, theinformation isplaced inthe
scratchpad. Creatingan object automatically places that information in the scratchpad. Once the
information has been created, the place where the information is to be located must beselected.
Pressing the line select key next to the destination field defines the "Where" component

Unlike the other FMCs, the Universal uses noscratchpad. The user only must define the
"Where" variable by pressing the line select key next to the destination field. This action posi
tions the cursor inthat field. Newly created data isautomaticallyentered into the field where the
cursor is located. The Enter key must then be pressed to confirm entry of the object. Pressing the
Enterkey also serves to move the cursor to the next field. Unlike the Boeing and Airbus FMCs,
data is entered one field at a time.

TheUniversal does possess another method for inputting new data. Entering navigation infor
mation, such aswaypoints and SIDs, can be done by accessing lists and selecting the information
needed off ofthat list Ineffect, this changes the process from creatinga new object tocopying an
existing object

Move Existing Data from One Field to Another

The Boeing and Airbus FMCs requirea two-step process to move data from one field toanother.
First, the target object must beselected by pressing the line select key next to the information.
Selecting an object automaticallyplaces acopy of it in the scratchpad., ifthe scratchpad is blank Where the
information is to go is then specified by pressing the lineselect key next to the destination field.
Choosingafield means automatically putting the infbrmatwn in that field.

Because the Universal FMC has noscratchpad anddoes not allow objects tobemoved, th
nomechanism for moving information from one field toanother. Copying information a
list, if it is navigationinformation,is an option.

Moving From One Page to Another

Each ofthe three systems offers thesame methods for moving from one page to another. Four
methods are available, although which methods can be used atany given time depend upon the
type of page being moved to. Figure 2-1 presented the hierarchical structure of the FMC. At the
highest level within the FMC are the individual modes, the largest divisions for organizing types
ofinformation. Two possible paths for moving from one mode toanotherare:
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• ModeSelect Key path: Pressing amode select key automatically accesses the first page
of the selected mode Which pageactually appears is determinedby FMC logic since
the FMC attempts to provide that page most likely needed at any given time Typi
cally, the page that is actuallyaccessed is determined by the current phase of flight
This path, called the "modeselect key" path, is always available to the user.

• Mode LineSelect path Somepages withinamode providedirect paths to another
mode Aprompt, located in one of the fields on tiie page,names the mode Pressing
the line select key next to the promptaccesses the first pageof that mode Again, the
actual page that appears depends upon phase offlight and other factors.

Moving from page to page within amodecan be accomplished byeither of two paths:

• LineSelect Key path Related pages within thesame modecan be accessed by means
ofaline select key if there isaprompt on the first page Pressing the line select key next
totheprompt accesses thesecond page

• Next/Previous path Regardless of whetheraline select key prompt is available,
multiple pages within thesamemode can beaccessed through the use of the next and
previous lineselect keys.

Both the Boeingand Airbus systemsalso occasionally useathird type ofpath for moving from
page to page. In response to adata entry by the useranew page may be displayed. This path,
C3l^thTATS61hali^Aaess path, is fundamentally different from all others in that the process
^ ' • »initiate this movement ishidden.

j^u^t each of these paths differ in the extent to which user guidance is
™»«,t ^ect Key and Next/Previous pathsprovide the least guidance to the user

-m*» „.* ««•must choose, without prompting, to access the next mode The Automatic Access
path, in contrast, provides thestrongest userguidance in that the user is automatically led to the
next screen in response to some type ofdata entry. Intermediate levels ofguidance are provided
by the Mode LineSelectand Line Select Key paths in that prompts are provided to remind the
user to move to another page, yet the user has control over whether to follow that path.

Delete Data in a Field

The B-757/767delete key and the A320 clear key both behave like objects instead of functions.
Pressing these keys places the word delete orclear in the scratchpad. This serves as step 1of the
two-step object process which involves defining the "What" The Delete or Clearobject is then
moved to afield by pressing the lineselect key next to that field. The Delete orClear object
replaces whatever object was already in that field. This process corresponds to the process used
to enter new data in a field.

Deleting information in thescratchpad, in contrast, behaves likeafunction in that the pressing
the clear key causes achange in the object rather than completely replacing the object, as is the
case with the Boeing delete key.
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Boeing/Airbus Task Procedures Boeing/Airbus Concepts Boeing/Airbus Actions

Enter New Data into a Field

Enter data through the keypad. The data
are automatically placed Inthe scratchpad.
Verify that the data have been entered
correctly. Datainthe scratchpad is placed
ina field bypressing the line select key
next to that field. Verify that the data have
been moved to the correct field.

Move Existing Datafrom One Fieldto
Another

Data located in a field are moved to the
scratchpad by pressing the line select key
for that field. Verify that the correct data
have been moved to the scratchpad. Data
in the scratchpad is placed in a field by
pressingthe line select key nextto that
field. Verify that the data have been moved
to the correct field.

Move From One Mode to Another- Mode
Select Key

Pressing one of the mode select keys
located on the keyboard accesses the
page correspondingto that mode select
key.Verify that the correct page has been
accessed.

Move From On Mode to Another-Line
Select Key

Whenthe appropriate prompt exists on the
currentpage, pressing the line select key
next to the prompt bringsup the desired
page. Verify that the correctscreen has
been accessed.

U:: Create new object Alphanumeric Keypad
S:: Put object in

scratchpad
U:: Select place Line Select Key

S:: Move object from
scratchpad and put in
field

U:

S::

U:

S:

S:
U:

S:

S:

U:

S:

Select object
Copy old object and
put in scratchpad

Select place
Move old object from
scratchpad to field

Mode key prompt
Select next place
Access first mode
page

Field prompt
Select next place
Access first mode

page

Line Select Key

Line Select Key

Mode Select Key

Line Select Key

Table 2-1. Boeing and Airbus procedures for simple tasks (cont. next page).
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Universal Task Procedures

Enter New Data into a Field

Place the cursor in the desired field. Enter
data through the keypad. Verify that the
data have been entered correctly. Press
the Enter key to confirm.

Move Existing Data from One Fieldto
Another

None

Move From One Mode to Another- Mode
Select Key

Pressing one of the mode select keys
located on the keyboard accesses the
page corresponding to that mode select
key. Verify that the correctpage has been
accessed.

Move From On Mode to Another - Line
Select Key

When the appropriate promptexists on the
current page, pressing the line select key
next to the prompt bringsup the desired
page. Verify that the correct screen has
been accessed.

Rough Draft

Universal Concepts

U: Select place
S:: Place cursor in selected

field
U:: Create New Object
S:: Put new object infield
U:: Press Enter key
S:: Move cursor to next

logicalfield

S:: Mode key prompt
U:: Select Mode
S:: Access Rrst Mode

Page

S:: Field prompt
U:: Select Mode
S:: Access First Mode

Page

Universal Actions

Line Select Key

Alphanumeric Keypad

Enter Control Key

Mode Select Key

Line Select Key

Table 2-1. Universal procedures for simple tasks(cont. next page).
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Boeing/Airbus Task Procedures Boelng/Alrbus Concepts Boeing/Airbus Actions

Move From One Page to Another Within
the Same Mode- LineSelect Key

Whenthe appropriate prompt existson the S::
current page, pressing the line selectkey U::
nextto the prompt brings up the desired S::
page. Verify that the correct screen has
been accessed.

MoveFrom One Page to Another Within
the Same Mode- Next and Previous Page
Keys

Pressingthe nextor previous page keywill S::
bring up anotherpage inmulti-page U::
modes. Verify that the correct screen has S::
been accessed.

Delete Data in a Field

Push the DEL (B767)or CLEAR(A320)
key. This action enters theword "Delete" U::
(B767) orCLR (A320) into the scratchpad. S::
Press the line select key next to the field
containing the to-be-deleted information. U::

Field prompt
Select next place
Access next page

Field or icon prompt
Select next place
Access next page

Select the function
Put the word'Delete'or
'Clear* in the scratchpad
Select the place
containing the object
(move object into
selected place)
Delete the information in

the field

Delete Datain theScratchpad(B-757.767)

Press the Clear key. This clears the
alphanumeric characters one at a time,
startingwith the lastcharacter. Holding the
key downclears the entirescratchpad.

U:: Select the function

Line Select Key

Next or Previous Function
Key

Delete or Clear Key

Line Select Key

Clear Function Key

Table 2-1. Boeing and Airbus procedures for simple tasks (cont. next page).
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Universal Task Procedures

Move From One Page to Another Within
the Same Mode- LineSelect Key

When the appropriate promptexists on S::
the current page, pressing the line select U::
key nextto the prompt bringsup the S::
desired page. Verify that the correct
screen has been accessed.

Move FromOne Page to AnotherWithin
the Same Mode- Next and Previous Page
Keys

Pressing the nextor previouspage key S::
will bring up another page in multi-page U::
modes. Verify that the correct screen has
been accessed.

Universal Concepts

Field prompt
Select next place
Access next page

Field or icon prompt
Select next page

Delete Data in a Held.

Place the cursor in the selected field. Use
the BACK key as a delete or backspace
key.

U:: Select place
Press Back key

Delete Data in the Scratchpad

None

Universal Actions

Line Select Key

Next or Previous Function

Key

Line Select Key
Back Key

Table 2-1. Universal procedures forsimple tasks (cont. next page).
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Boeing/Airbus Task Procedures Boeing/Airbus Concepts Boeing/Airbus Actions

Erase Dataon a Page

The erase prompt appears on certain U::
pages after a modifying entryor selection
has been made to a page.

Execute Modifications

Modifications to the route or critical S:
performance data must be executed.
When data must be executed, an Activate U:
prompt will appear on the page. Pressing S:
the Activate lineselect key activates a line U:
on the Executefunction key. This key
must then be pressed to execute the data.

Return to previous state
(modified to inactive)

Provide an activate
prompt

Accept changes
Activate execute light
Activate changes

Erase Line Select Key

LineSelect Key

Execute Key

Table 2-1. Universal procedures forsimple tasks (cont. next page).

The Universal delete, incontrast, behaves like a function. The object tobemanipulated (i.e.
deleted) isselected bymeans ofaline select key. The Back keyisthen used to backspace each
character at a time.

CONCLUSIONS

The primary difference between the three systems isthe scratchpad: the Boeing and Airbus
systemsuseone while theUniversal does not Thescratchpad has onemajoradvantage in that it
can beused tomove data from one field toanother, even across different pages. Strategic useof
the scratchpad can reduce the number ofkeystrokes that must bemade bythe user.

There are several disadvantages tothis system. First, the scratchpad requires additional key
presses in that, oncedata has been keyed in, itmuststill bemoved totheappropriate field. In
addition, there issome potential for error inusing the scratchpad. The logic is very simple:

• If there isnoinformation inthescratchpad, pressing aline select key will copy the
information from the selected field to the scratchpad.

• If there isnoinformation in thescratchpad, using thealphanumeric keypad tokey in
new information will place it in thescratchpad.

• Ifthere isinformation inthescratchpad, pressing aline select keywill movethe
information from thescratchpad to the field, if theinformation is logical for that field.
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Universal Task Procedures Universal Concepts Universal Actions

Erase Data on a Page

None

Execute Modifications

Each entry or modification of adata object U:: Activate changes Enter or Line Select Key
is stored in memoryby pressing the Enter
keyor the line select keybesidethe field.

Table 2-1. Universal procedures for simple tasks (cont. from previous page).

The last characteristic suggests that monitoring the status ofthescratchpad is an important part
ofusing the Boeingand Airbus FMCs. The potential formistakenly overwriting information is
one ofthe more critical errors that can occurwith this system. This mistakecan befixed, if
detected, by pressing the line select key next to the Erase prompt which can be found on many
pages. In addition, no modifications to the route or the performance pages will occurunless
thesechangesare executed.

The lack ofascratchpad in the Universalsystem avoids the problems inherent in ascratchpad.
However, instead of monitoring thestatus of thescratchpad, theuser must now monitor the
location ofthe cursor. Otherwise, information could beentered inthewrong field. To help with
this, the home position of the cursor is usually off the screen when apage is first accessed. In
addition, many pages have adefined path through the page which the cursor will follow each
time the Enterbutton is pressed. Should information be placed inthe wrong field, the errorcan
becompensated for bysimply not pressing the Enter key.

In addition, the application of functions is more consistent in the Universal system. The delete . I
and clear keys on the Boeing FMC behave in two very different ways, the former behaving like $/
an object, the latterbehaving likeafunction. In the case of the Universal system, functions \L/ <\*
behave like functions, not objects. t. r *>

1 ^ W- ^

on >.r ??>
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3. MODE KEY STRUCTURE

OVERVIEW OF THE MODE KEY ANALYSIS

The FMC, like most complex systems, requires theuse ofalarge numberofscreens to convey all
the informationaflight crew might need. Efficient access to these screens requires that this
informationbeassigned to individual screens inasensible fashion that enables the crew to
develop expectations as to where to find desired information. If these expectations are met, the
crew canuse the logic ofinformation layout to easily access the specific information required.
Otherwise, thecrew mustmemorize information locations, which may, ofcourse, mean that
locations may be forgotten. The objective of this chapter is to identify the structure used by each
FMS to organize information and to determine whether this stiucture is the same for all three
FMSs.

APPROACH TO THE FUNCTION AND MODE KEY ANALYSIS

There isno equation or apriori method for determining how to locate information across mul
tiple screens. Instead, the system designer must devise alogical structure based upon judgments
as to what types ofinformation should be located together. The goal ofthis chapter is to identify
the logical structure used for each ofthe three FMSs underconsideratioa Once this global
structure has been identified itwillthenbe possible toidentify howinformation relates across
screens for each of the FMSs.

Certain basic assumptions are made that serve as the framework for identifying the structure
underlying information layout These assumptions are all based on the belief that the interface
possesses an inherent structureand has been designed inaccordance with basic human factors
design principles. Specifically, these assumptions are derived from the more global assumption
thatinformation elements located nearto each otheraresomehow related. The implication is that
each screen canbe treated asa frame whichholdsrelated information. Consequently, it should
be possible to identify ashared theme for each screen. In addition, there are several types of
relationships that can occurbetween multiple screens. First, two screens may have no relation
ship at all, that is, they share no obvious informationalconnection. Second, two screens may both
have information pertaining to the same subject, for example, two screens may both provide
information about the same phase offlight Finally, one screen may serve as acontinuation to the
first screen if there is toomuch information to provideon asingle screen.

Using the above assumptions, identification ofthe conceptual structure underlying information
layout across screens begins at the level ofthe mode keys (see Figure 3-1), which serve as ahigh-
level "table ofcontents." Since initial access toallinformation provided by theFMC takes place
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Figure 3-1. Locationof the mode keys.

bymeans ofthese keys, the highest-level semanticorganization isdefined bychoices FMC
designers have made astohow information should bechunked into thecorresponding informa
tion "chapters."

There area number oflogical ways for organizing information. For example, information could
beorganized byphase offlight This would mean that individual mode keys would beprovided
for preflight, taxi, takeoff, climb, cruise, descent, andapproach Another method might use the
pilot's taskasa basis for assigning information. For example, thepilot has todefine the path
(verticalandlateral) the aircraft will follow to reach its destination, monitor theaircraft's progress
along that path, monitor aircraft performance (e.g. fuel usage, engineperformance), stayaware
ofwhere theaircraft currently is, andchange thepathin response toenvironmental conditions
such asweatherand ATC instructions. Finally, information might beorganized inaccordance
with its criticality. For example, thoseactivities which require a rapid response might beassigned
theirown function key while less critical information could be buried inother parts ofthe struc-
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ture. Acombination of these logics could also beused, in particular, use of rapid access to critical
information in combination withsomeotherstructure suchas byphaseofflight

This chapterhas two objectives (1) To identify the logic by which information is organized onto
multiplescreens for each of the three FMSs; (2) To provideageneral "road map" ofwhere the
various types ofinformation and functions are located within the various FMCscreens. The
chapter first provides an overview of the structureofeach FMC Acomparison of these FMC
structures then follows which has the objective ofdetenriining whether there isacommon
structureshared by each of the FMCs orwhetheralternativeconfigurations exist

THE BOEING 757/767 MODE KEY STRUCTURE

The Boeing757/767 has 11 mode keys, which are described in Table3-1. Each of thescreens
accessed through this mode isdescribed below.

The Boeing Initialization Mode

The Initialization mode key is used to perform those tasks involved in preparing the aircraft for a
flight. Six sets ofscreens comprise this mode, as shown in the Index pagebelow. Each of these
screens is shown in Figure3-2

INIT/REF INDEX 1/1

< IDENT NAVDATA>

<POS

<PERF

< TAKEOFF

< APPROACH

Some of the specific functions supported by the initialization/reference mode key on the 757/767
include:

• Confirming database validity to ensure that thedata used in the flight are current.

• Initializing the position of the aircraft for FMC and IRS initialization.

• Entering performance data essential for FMC calculations, such as fuel amounts and
reserves, cruise altitudes, winds, etc.

• Entering specific data necessary for FMC calculations required for the takeoff and
approach phases.
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IDENT i/i

MODEL

767-231
NAVOATA

TW21105034

ENGINES

JT9D-7R4D
ACTIVE

JUN16JUL15/91

JUL16AUG1S/91
OP PROGRAM

PS 39292899•
DRAO FACTOR

+ 1-1

111
F-F FACTOR

-3.5

< INDEX POS INIT>

^

Program Identlflcatlon Page:
Displays FMC database effec
tive dates, as well as drag and
fuel flow factors.

Rough Draft

r
POS REF 2/2

FMC POS OS

N40°37 2 W073945.8 2 KT
IRSL

N40*38 0 W073 • 46.4 2 KT
IRSC

N40°37 5 W073 ° 46.6 3 KT
IRS R

N40°37 . 6 W073 • 46.3 1 KT

< INDEX ROUTE>

v J

Position Reference:

Page twoof the Position
pages. Used to review
airplane position for FMC
and IRS initialization.

REF AIRPORT

GATE

POS INIT I"
LAST POS

N40°37.2. W073°45.8

SET IRS POS

•Tj°m o mil °on a

1510.0z

<Index" route >

Position Initialization:
Pageone of the Position
pages.Used toenterairplane
position for FMC and IRS
initialization.

f ^

PERF INIT '/i
GROSS WT

•TJ.D
FUEL

CRZ ALT

1 II 1 • •
CRZ WIND

47.9 ...»/..
ZFW ISA OEV

nisERvEir T/COAT

DD-Q -.-•C
COST INDEX TRANS ALT

LID 18000

< INDEX takeof'f >
J

Performance Initialization:
Used to enter data for perfor
mance calculations, such as
fuel amounts and reserves,
cruise altitudes and winds,
etc.

Figure 3-2a. Screens accessible from the Boeing 757/767 Initialization/Reference mode key
(cont. from previous page).
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r TAKEOFF REF 1/1 f APPROACH REF 1/1

TEMPSEL V1

10°

GROSS WT

230.0

FLAPS

20°

VREF

135 KT

TOEPR VI

1.38 „.
CLB DERATE VI

KLGA22

7000 FT
ILS 22

25°

30°

127 KT

124 KT

<POS INIT ROUTE >
< PERF INIT DEPARTURE > 110.5IURD

< INDEX < INDEX

s > ^

Takeoff Reference Page:
Displaystakeoff speeds,
takeoff EPR, andcanbe
used as a checklist for FMC
preflight.

WPTIDEMT

LATITUDE

FREO

MAGVAR

< INDEX

REF NAV DATA 1/1

LONGITUDE

ELEVATION

LENGTH

Reference Navigation
Data Page: Used to
access detailed information

on any waypoint, nav aid,
airport, or runway in the
FMC database.

Approach Reference Page:
Displays FMC-calculated v„,
speeds and otherapproach
information

Figure 3-2b. Screens accessible from the Boeing 757/767 initialization/Reference mode key
(cont.fromprevious page).
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• Access reference dataonwaypoints, navaids,airports, andrunways.

Upon power-up, the Program Identification page (Went) appears to allow confirmation that the
database is current

The Boeing 757/767 Route Mode

The intended route is programmed into the Boeing FMC by means of two mode keys. Origin,
destination, runway, and waypoints are entered through the Route mode. If there is an estab
lished company route, the identification number for that route can beused instead and the
complete route will appear. SIDs and STARs, on the other hand, are entered throughadifferent
mode, "Departure and Arrival."

r RTE 1 1/3

ORIGIN

KJFK
CO ROUTE

JFKSJC1

DEST

KSJC

RUNWAY

31L
VIA

DIRECT

TO

RBV

....

<RTE 2 ACTIVATE >

The B757/767 FMC allows the crew to input two different flight plans. Presumably, this is one
method for reducing theamount of in-flight programming. Pressing the Route function key
automaticalrybrings upRoute 1unless Route 2isactive.

The Boeing 757/767 Departure/Arrival Mode

SIDs and STARs are selected by means of the Departure/Arrival mode Pressing the mode key
will access one offour pages, depending upon the point in flight when pressed. The FMC at
tempts to provide that page which ismost likely to be desired at that point in the flight. If no
active route has been programmed, the Departure/Arrival Index pageappears.

r DEP/ARR INDEX i/i

<DEP KJFK ARR>

<DEP KSFO ARR>

DEP
<—

OTHER
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Ifan active routeexists but theaircraft hasnotdeparted,theSIDsand runwaysforthedeparture
airport appear.

KJFK DEPARTURES i /*
S06 RTE 1 RUNWAYS

KNDY4 4L

22R

31L

31R

< INDEX ROUTE>

Afterdeparture butwithin 50 NM ofthe originating airport, theSTARsandrunways for the
originating airport will beshown. Beyond 50 NM, orwhen the halfway point isreached, which
everis first, theSTARs and runway forthedestination airportareshown.

r

KSFO ARRIVALS 1/2

STARS

MOSES1

RTE 1 RUNWAYS

ILS32R

POTHS RNV21

TROY1

•o§oIgSg

<LNDEX ROUTE>

I ^

The Boeing 757/767 Legs Mode

The Legs mode displays detailed information on each leg ofthe route. The Legs mode iscom
prised of two pages: Legs and Data. The layout of the legs page resembles acomputer flight plan,
displaying the waypoints, courses, and distances for each leg, together with the speeds and
altitudes ateach waypoint The active waypoint always appearsat the top ofthe page, then
disappearsfromthelistas it ispassed.
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ACT RTE 1 LEGS */«

osi-

HVE .80/FL350
045* 88 NM

BCE .80/FL310
MS* 160 NM

BLD .80/FL290

rJfc
160 NM

.78/FL210
032*

RESOR
35 NM

J8/FL180

< RTE 2 LEGS DATA>

s. J

The Route Data page presents ETAs for each waypoint Forecast winds for each leg can be
entered onthis page toallow moreaccurate ETA estimates. Otherwise, estimatesare based upon
thewind conditions entered on theCRZ WindlineofthePert*Initpage.TheDatapageisalso
used to enter course offsets.

r
ACT RTE 1 DATA s/s

HVE

ETA

1912Z

WIND

255°/43

BCE 1925z 255°/43

BLD 19352 255V 43

HEC 1948z 255V 43

RESOR 2005z 255V 43

LEGS>

V J

The Boeing 757/767 Climb Mode

The Climb mode isone ofthree performance modes, theother two being CruiseandDescent.
Beginning with takeoff, the Climb mode continues until theaircraft reaches theselected cruise
altitude. The Climb page displays altitude, speed, powersettings, andother information relevant
to thisphase. AClimb pageis provided foreach climb segment Theactive segment pageap
pears when the Climb mode key ispressed. Inaddition, the crew can select one offive types of
climbs, including economy climb, engine outclimb, andmaximum rateofclimb.

Ifthe Climb key ispressed during the cruise phase ofthe flight, a CruiseClimb page will appear.
This page isespecially useful inthat the crew can enteracandidate altitude, using the FMC to
compute a fuel savings orpenalty figure based uponselected altitude and winds.
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ACT 250KT CLB 1/3

AT

TOY
TOFUS0

z/5 NM

TCTALT

7000
CMDSPD

250KT
EFR

1.28

<ec6n"""".

< MAX RATE

< MAX ANGLE

1420.1

ENGOUT:

CLBDIR>

The Boeing 757/767 Cruise Mode

The Cruise phasebegins when cruisealtitude is reached and continues until reaching the top of
descentpoint Information on altitude, airspeed, wind, top ofdescent, and step climb can be
accessed by pressing the Cruise mode key. If the Qimb page is displayed when cruise altitude is
reached, the Qimb page will automatically change to the Cruise page. Four types ofcruise are
available, including economy cruise and long range cruise. The Cruise modealso displays the
optimum cruisealtitude based upon weight and wind conditions. An altitude also can be en
tered in the Step To line, enabling the FMC to computeapercentsavings orpenalty.

ACT ECON CRZ 1/1

CRZ ALT

FL350
CMO SPD

.80
EFR

OPT

FL365

STEP TO

FL390
STEP POINT

1630.2/112 nm
actualwind

1.28 312°/92

FUELATKSJC
W/STEPlO.7

<LRC ENG OUT>

The Boeing 757/767 Descent Mode

Descent phase begins at the top ofdescent point and continues through the landing phase. The
Descent mode behaves inasimilar fashion to the Qimb mode, showing speed, altitude, ETA and
distance to the target altitude, and thrust setting. In addition, aDescent page is computed for
each descent segment Finally, the Descent page appears automatically if theCruise page is
displayed when top ofdescent is reached. If the Descent key is pressed during the cruise phase,a
Cruise Descent pagewill bedisplayed.
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ACT 250KT DES 1/3

TCTALT AT

4000A IND
CMDSPD

250KT 1420.1 z/5 NM
EPR TCTSPD

IDLE
2500FTATmT

250

<ECON

< FORECAST CAPTURE>

J

Pressing the forecast line select key accessesasecond descent page that allows input of forecast
values that will improve the accuracy ofthe computed descent profile.

r DESCENT FORECASTS m "
TRANS LVL TAION

FL180
CAHNRATE

FL280

DWSPO

180/035 KT

---/---KT

---/---KT

---/---KT

s J

The Boeing 757/767 Progress Mode

The Progress mode is comprised of two pages ofdata useful for monitoring the progress of the
flight. The first page presents distance to go, ETA, and predicted fuel for the active waypoint, the
following waypoint, and the destination airport. Other waypoints can be entered in the destina
tion airport line by the crew to access distance to go, ETA, and fuel data for that waypoint.

c
PROGRESS "0

TO DTO ETA FUEL

GJT 37 1521z 57.9
NEXT

RESOR 52 1537z 55.7

PMD 67 1541 z
CMO SPD

80
TO T/C

1529z/ 78 nm
OME IR8<3>

GJTa- 116.4 SPJ

55.3
WIND

272/ 38
TAS

420 kt
DME

a-117.3

l GVC 15172 FL290 J
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Thesecond Progress page displays headwind ortailwind conditions, crosstrack error relative to
the active route, and fuel status.

r PROGRESS 2,A
TAILWIND CROSSWIND

13 KT
XTK ERROR

LO.O NM

Skt
vtk error

SAT

FUEL USED

-23 °c

L2.2 TOT s.3 R 2.0

TOTALIZER

49.5

FUELOTY
CALCULATED

49.7

v )

The Boeing 757/767 Fix Mode

ETA, distance to any radials crossing the active route from aselected waypoint, and distance to
go can be obtained through the Fix mode. Whenawaypoint identifier is entered (forany way-
point radio aid, orairport), displays the magneticbearingand distance from the currentaircraft
position to that waypoint Selecting the Abeam key provides thesamedata for the point on the
active route abeam the selected fix.

FIX INFO
>

1/1

FK BRC/DISFR

IND
DNTJCFX

349/22

329 / 53
ETA DTG

1439.1 36
ALT

FL3S

ABEAM

< ERASE

L. .. J

The Boeing 757/767 Director Intercept Mode

Rapid modifications to the active route can be made by means of the Direct orIntercept mode.
This mode allows the crew to fly directly to awaypoint orinterceptacourse toawaypoint.
Selecting the Direct/Intercept mode accesses aLegs page which has been modified to provide
two options, a field to enteraDirect To waypoint and a field for entering an Intercept Leg to
waypoint.
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r
ACT RTE 1 LEGS "«

051*

HVE
045*

BCE
<es*

BLD

UNM

160 NM

.80/FL350

.80/FL310

.80/FL290
OS*

HEC
160 NM

.78/FL210
032*

RESOR
35 NM

.78/FL180

DIRECTTO-

llllll
V

TO I I I I I I

The Boeing 757/767 Hold Mode

Selection ofaholding pattern takes place through the Hold mode Pressing the Hold mode key
accesses aLegs page which has been modified to provide Hold options. The Hold feature can be
used in one of two ways. During aflight, ahold can be initiated by entering ahold location or
using the present aircraft position optioa Orahold can be introduced into the flight plan by
entering the waypoint identifierand adding the holding pattern to the active route.

f
ACT RTE 1 LEGS "3

032*

HEC 250/FL210

032* 3SNM

RESOR
105* 27 NM

PMD
10S* 100 NM

AVE 250/FL180
276*

ROBIE

IIMII PPOS>

I

Once awaypoint identifierhas been entered in the box prompt, aHold page for that waypoint is
displayed. This page provides the information necessary for performing that hold, including
inbound courseand rum direction, speed and altitude, and expected further clearance time.

r \
ACT RTE 1 HOLD >"

FIX SPD/TCT ALT

220/3000MXW
QUAD/RADIAL roc ETA

"WBDCRS/DIR
1643.1

EPC TIME

94°/RTURN 1653.1 z
LEGUME HOLD AVAIL

1.0 MM 0 + 60
INBDCRS/DR BEST SPEED

NM 220 kt

<NEXT HOLD EXIT HOLD:

V
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The Boeing 757/767 Structure

Avariety ofmethods are available for organizing the information provided bythe FMC. The
most likely methods are:

• Phaseof flight

• Pilot's task as abasis for assigning information (eg. define the vertical and lateral
aircraft path; monitor aircraft progress; monitor aircraft performance.

• Criticality of the activity.

AsTable 3-2shows, the Boeing structure clearly uses acombination ofthese logics.

Phase of Flight Pilot Task Task Criticality

Climb Route Direct To or Intercept

Cruise Progress Hold

Descent 'Initialization

'Initialization Legs
Departure/Arrival

Table 3-2. The mixed structure of the Boeing FMC information layout.

THE AIRBUS A320 MODE KEY STRUCTURE

The Airbus 320 hasninemodekeys, which are described inTable 3-1.

The Airbus initialization Mode

Like the Boeing system, the Airbus 320 has an initialization mode. The Airbus mode iscom
prised oftwo pages. A third page, the Status page isused to assess the currencyofthe database.

A320- 100

ENG

CFW56-5-A1
ACTIVE DATA BASE

16JUN-15JUL
SECOND DATA BASE

AB37831004

18JUL-1SAUO A837B310M

-«-DELETE ALL
PERF FACTOR

+1.5

V •*
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The first initialization page isused to define the originand destination airports, and company
route for both the primary and secondary flight plans. Additional computational information,
including position initialization and winds, aredefined on this pageas well.

r INIT ->•

CO RTE

JFKSJC1
ALTN RTE

FROM/TO

KJFK/KSJC
ALTN

FLT NBR

ABC12345

JJgGHlN
COST INDEX

100
CRZ R/TEMP
FL290/-250

AUGN IRS -*-
LONO

07346. 4W

WIND)

3M&

I J

The second initialization page is used for fuel planning. This page is only available prior to
engine start

r INIT FUEL PLANNING
TAXI ZFWCG/ZFW

0.5 26.1/52.2
TRIP/TIME BLOCK

5.4/0144 6.3
RTE RSV/% FUEL

0.1/4.0 PLANNING
ALTN/TIME

1.1/0025 59.8

RNAL/TIME
1.2/0030

LW

56.5
EXTRA/TIME BLOCK

0.0/0000 CONFIRM*

v J

In comparison with the Boeing system, the A320 providesagreatly condensed initialization
mode. In particular, the reference navigation data provided in the Boeing initialization mode has
beenshifted to itsownmode, thedata mode, in theA320 FMC.

The Airbus Flight Plan Mode

The flight plan modeactsas acombination of the Boeing route and legs modes. Like the route
mode, the flight plan mode is used to input the flight plan but the flight plan mode includes
substantially more information than the route mode, including the capability to display and
allow modifications of times, speeds, and altitudes for each leg. This information is provided by
the legs mode onthe Boeing FMC.
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FROM ABC12MS W
TIME 8PD/ALT

KJFK31L 1510.0 -W500
BrSPT

B223* ---^2500
H306*

RBV
TRICKS *

---/ FL180

JGO

ETX
JGO

PSB

TROW

TRK26S*

1W

---/ FL180
191

---/ FL290
DECT TIME DST EFOB

KSJC30L

^

Modifications to the flight plan page involve an additional set ofscreens that are directly ac
cessed from this pageby means of the line select keys. Pages allowing modifications to the lateral
path are accessed using the left lineselect keys. These modifications are referred to as lateral
modifications. Changes to airspeed and altitude, known as vertical modifications, are made by
using the right line select keys. These pages are described in Chapter4.

The Airbus Secondary Flight Plan Mode

Both the Boeingand Airbus FMCs allow thecrew to enterasecond, alternative flight plan. In the
Boeing system, this second flight plan is treated as asecond route. Accessing thesecond, inactive
plan occursby pressingaline select key on the route mode page. The Airbussystem, in contrast,
treats the backup flight plan asaseparate mode. The pages provided by this mode are the same
asthose found inthe flight plan mode, and behave in the same fashioa

The Airbus Fuel Prediction Mode

The second pageof the Airbus initialization mode provided information necessary for fuel
planning. This page is only available prior to enginestart After enginestart, the fuel prediction
mode is used.

r FUEL PRED ^
AT gml EFOB

KJFK 1030 9.6

GW FOB

62.4 12.10/FF+EQ
RTERSV/K CO

.../... 24.5
FINAL/TIME TEMP/TROPO

-34/ -36600
EXTRA/TME CRZ WIND

^

315°/ 015
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The Airbus Performance Mode

Three Boeing modes areused toprovide performance data, climb, cruise, anddescent. The
Airbus FMC gathers all ofthese pagesandcombines them into theperformancemode. Each
phaseofflight defines the page that appears when the performance mode select key ispressed.
Pages for later phases can beaccessed bypressing thenext phase lineselect key.

Performance mode pagesareintended tobeused prior totakeoff for specifying important
performance characteristics the FMC needs to perform its calculations. During the flight, these
pages provide important performancedata concerningspeedsandfuel As examples ofthese
pages, thetakeoffandclimb performance pages areshown.

-

TAKE OFF

VI FLP RETR RWV

LTD F = 163 31L
VRSLT RETR

LTD S = 196
TO SHIFT

(M)()°

LTD 0 - 236
TRANS ALT FLEX TO TEMP

4800 ()°
THR REtVACC ENG OUT ACC

2665/4265

PHASfJ
•i

r

CLB
>

ACT MODE

ECON
UTCDEST EFOB

8.4

100
ECON

V
•I 1

PRED TO FL250
UTC DWT

66

EXPEDITE
PREV

< PHASE

1006
NEXT

PHASE >

The Airbus Progress Mode

Like the performancemodes ofthe Airbus and unlike the progress page ofthe Boeing system,
the Airbus progress mode provides apage for each phase of the flight Important vertical and
lateral navigation information isprovided. For example, during the climb phase, information
about the target altitude, the optimum performancealtitude, and the maximum altitude are
provided. In addition, the page provides relevant communication frequencies that can be used to
obtain a current fix..

CRZ

FL290

UPDATE A'

VOR1/FREQ

RBV/116.6

ECON CLB

OPT

FL310
RECMAX

FL390

BR07DIST

303730NM TO RBV

]
FREO/VOR2

115.6/JFK
ACY

HIGH
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The Airbus Direct Mode

Like the Boeing system, the direct mode provides an efficient method for updating the flight
plan. Selecting the direct mode accessesamodified version of the flight plan.

r
ABC1234S

DIRECT TO

*i 1
K»8*

BR2PT 003
K3C6*

RBV 059
JGO

ETX 166
J60

PSB 191
DEST

KSJC30L

l J

This page is used by typing in the waypoint which will serveas the direct to waypoint If the
waypoint already is apart of the flight plan, the waypoint namecan be line selected to the
scratchpad then moved to the direct to line.

The Airbus Radio Navigation Mode

This mode isusedtotunethevarious navaids, including VORs, DMEs, andILSs.

The Airbus Data Mode

The data modesupports two uses. First data pertaining to existing waypoints, navaids, run
ways, and routes can be accessed through this mode In addition, new waypoints, navaids,
runways, and routes can beentered into the database. Accessing the data mode brings upan
index screea

LTD
S3

33

ED

DATA INDEX
STORED

< WAYPOINTS WAYPOINTS >
STORED

NAVAIDS >
STOREO

RUNWAYS >
STORED

ROUTES >
POSITION

MONITOR >

< NAVAIDS

< RUNWAYS

< ROUTES

< A/C STATUS
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Ifa waypoint is already defined, the following page will appear.

STORED WAYPOINT

IDENT

BLD
LAT / LONG

3480.4N / 11461.6W

1/20

NEW

WAYPOINT>

DELETE ALL>

14

Creatinga new waypointuses the following page.

NEW WAYPOINT
IDENT

I II 11 II H 1
LAT / LONO

I It II HUH 1/1 Hll II 11 Mill
PLACE/ BRO/OIST

I II II 11 ](]/[ II HI-/I Hll Ml
PLACE-BRO/PLACE-SRO

IIIII11II Hll II l/I II1111II Hll HI

RETURN>

The Airbus A320 Structure

TheA320 usesa somewhatdifferent thantheBoeing 757/767. Thethree categories oforganiza
tion used toexplain theBoeing system (phase offlight, pilot task, criticality) presented inTable 3-
2 do not perform wellwith the A320. An alternative is to suggest that the Airbus uses two
primary mode categories:

• Data input, which supports inputting andmodification ofdata required for navigation
and aircraftperformance;

• Flight performance, which includes those modes required for monitoring andcontrol
ling the flight

Somemodes,suchas the flight plan,belongto both categories.
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Data Input

Initialization

•Flight Plan
•Secondary Right Plan
Data

Radio Navigation
Fuel Prediction

Rough Draft

Flight Performance

Performance

•Flight Plan
•Secondary Flight Plan
Progress
Direct

Table 3-3. The structure of the AirbusA320 FMCinformation layout.

THE UNIVERSAL UNS-1B

TheUniversal FMC reflects aslightly different philosophy inkeeping with its primary use in
business jets. Ituses astrongly hierarchical structure that helps to lead the user through the
various procedures involved, especially with respect to entering the flight plan and storing or
accessing data. In terms of the mode level the UNS-IB most closely resembles the A320. Eight
modes are used, which are described below.

The Universal UNS-1 B Data Mode

The Data mode provides two major types of information: (1) Database information, which
includes two types of navigation information, Jeppesen-defined and pilot-defined. (2) Informa
tion about the configuration of the FMS and the aircraft. Pressing the mode select key accesses a
data index.

DATA

JEPPESEN

PILOT

DISK

AFIS

• HOLD POS

1/4

CONFIG

Accessing specific Jeppesen, pilot-defined data, orconfiguration data takes place through aseries
ofmenus. For example, pressing the Jeppesen lineselect key brings up second menu. From this
menu, the crew can access specificdata on any navigation element stored in the database
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DATA / JEPP
WPT IDENT

<-SID

<_STAR
EXP

19-JAN-93

<- APPROACH
REGION

WORLD

<- RUNWAY

«- AIRWAY RETURN ->•

The pilot database allows theflight crew topermanently store pilot-defined SIDs, STARs, ap
proaches, runways, andairways. Menu-based guidance leads theuserthrough thevarious steps
involvedin addinganavigation element to thedatabase.

The Universal UNS-1B Flight Plan Mode

This hierarchical structure isalso apparent intheflight plan modeThis mode isused tocon
struct anew flight plan orto modify thecurrent plan.

CRS312*

5 HVE

315*

6 BCE
303*

7 BLD

287*

8 HEC

266*

9 RESOR

FPL 2/4

1422
92 NM

1439
11SNM

1453
67 NM

1&0S
33 NM

@8000

@FL180

TFL290

@FL350

(S5FL350

Flight plan construction, which isdiscussed in moredetail inChapter 4, involves filling inthe
blank flight plan page tiiat is first accessed when the flight plan mode key is selected and no
flight plan exists. Routes, departure SIDs and transitions, and arrival STARs and transitions are
copied into theflight plan from thedata mode where theyare stored.

The completed flight plan view shows the waypoints, ETAs, altitudes (if defined through the
VNAV mode), distances between waypoints, and bearings. Procedural legs ofSIDs, STARs and
approachesarealsoshown.
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t

FPL MENU

<- NORMAL WPTTODEST-*

<- COMPRESSED WPT DEFN ->

<-PPOSTOWPT APPR PLAN -»

<- DEPART ARRIVE -»,

<- STORE FPL RETURN ->

The Universal FMC offers arange offlight plan viewsbymeans ofthe flight plan menu which is
accessed bydepressing the menu function key while in the flight plan mode

The crew can choosearange ofviews from acompressed overviewofthe entire plan, listing the
waypoints that comprise the flight plan, to close-up views ofdeparture and arrival procedures.
Distance and ETA information from the present position to any other waypoint can also be easily
accessed. The Universal system has again utilized the hierarchy to provide easy access to arange
of navigational informatioa

The Universal UNS-1B Navigation Mode

The navigation mode provides avariety ofnavigation data as well as methods for modifying the
current navigation leg. Information provided includes: current FROM, TO, and next waypoints;
distance, course, and bearing to theTO waypoint; wind direction and speed; and current
groundtrackand groundspeed.

NAV 1/2

FMS1 POS

N 47 12.5

WHO 17.2

HOLD POS

FMS1 Q = 05

OSS/IRS

SENSORS

The second navigation page presents FMS system position and the quality factor for that com
puted position.
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The Universal UNS-1 B VNAV Mode

Thevertical path ofthe aircraft isdefined using this mode Avertical flight profilecanbedefined
forthose waypoints included intheflight plaa Deviation from this flight plan isalso provided in
this mode.

Fourpages canbeaccessed throughtheVNAV mode Thevertical navigation cruise page,
available whenin thecruisemode or VNAV is inactive, allowsthevertical flight profile to be
defined or intercepted.

To BeCompleted

CONCLUSIONS

Comparisons between the three FMCs. Table 3-1 summarizes the modes for each FMC. Conclu
sions will bedrawn astothe logic ofeach system andtheimplications each logic has for informa
tion layout across pages. .

ToBeCompleted V^^ t-fU<^0> ^
t£f,:l..\AW.'*.. ui'fi c
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Boeing757/767

Initialization/ReferenceMode:Selectspagefor
initializingthenavigationsystemsandvarious
categoriesofreferencedata.

RouteMode:Selectspageforenteringor
changingorigin,destination,orroute.

CBmbMode:Selectspageforevaluatingand
changingclimbschedule.

CnjiseMode:Selectspageforevaluatingand
changingcruiseschedule.

DescentMode:Selectspageforevaluatingand
changingdescentschedule.

Direct/InterceptMode:Selectspagewithbox
promptsrequiredforenteringroutefrom
presentpositiondirecttowaypoint,orto
interceptdesignatedcoursetowaypoint.

LegsMode:Selectspageshowinglateraland
verticaldetailsofeachlegofroute.Selects
pageformodifyinglateralorverticalwaypoints;
selectspageforcontrollingHSIPlanmode
map.

FixMode:Selectspageforcreationofintersec
tionsbetweenactiverouteandbearingfroman
offroutefix.

AirbusA320

InitializationMode:Selectspageforinitializing
thenavigationsystemsandvariouscategories
ofreferencedata.

FlightPlanMode:Selectspageforinputtingor
reviewingtheflightplan.

SecondaryFTightPlanMode:Selectspagefor
inputtingorreviewingasecondflightplan.

PerformanceMode:Selectstheclimb,cruise,
anddescentperformancepages.Eachofthese
pagesisusedforevaluatingandmodifyingthat
phaseofflight.

Direct:Selectspageforenteringroutefrom
presentpositiondirecttowaypoint.

FuelPrediction:Selectspageforreviewof
currentandanticipatedfuelusage.

ProgressMode:Selectspageforreviewofflight
andnavigationdata,includingETAsfornext
twowaypointsanddestination.

Data:Selectspageforreviewofstorednaviga
tiondata.

RadioNavigation:Selectspagefortuning
navigationequipment.

UniversalUNS-1B

DafaMode:Selectspageforreviewingexisting
Jeppesennavigationdata,pilot-definednaviga
tiondata,andaircraftconfiguration.

RightPlanMode:Selectsflightplanpagefor
entering,modifying,orreviewingtheflightplan.

NavigationMode:Selectspagethatdisplays
navigationdataforthecurrentleg,including
presentposition,forreviewormodification.

VNAVMode:Selectspagethatallowscrewto
definedesiredverticalflightpath.

DirectTo:Selectspageforperforming"direct
to"clearances.

FuelMode:Selectspageforperformingallfuel
managementfunctions.

TuneMode:Selectsapagethatsupports
tuningofradiosandstorageoffrequences.

Table3-1.ComparisonoftheModeKeysfortheB-757/767,A-320,andUniversal(cont.nextpage).
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Boeing757/767

Departure/ArrivalMode:Selectspagefor
enteringorchangingdepartureandarrival
proceduresforrouteoneorroutetwo.

HoldMode:Selectspageforenteringorexiting
holdingpatterninactiveroute.

ProgressMode:Selectscurrentdynamicflight
andnavigationdata,includingETAsfornext
twowaypointsanddestination.

Table3-1.ComparisonoftheModeKeysfortheB-757/767,A-320,andUniversal(cont.frompreviouspage).
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4. INPirmNG TOE FUGHT PLAN

FLIGHT PLAN GUIDING PHILOSOPHIES

Inputtingtheflight plan isoneof thefirsttaskstheflight crewmustaccomplish during pre-
flight TheBoeing and Airbus FMCs are designed to allow the crew tosimplyentera company
route numberand theFMCwillautomatically enter theappropriatedata, fromrunwayto
waypoints. Ifnecessary, an entirely new routecanbe enteredmanuallybut thenew routecannot
besavedaspartofthepermanent database. Theguiding assumption appears tobethattheflight
crewwillalways flya knowncompany routeand should not haveto be involved withprogram
ming new routes.

TheUniversal, in keeping with itsusein business jets, adoptsa different philosophy. Flight plans
canbeconstructed from existing routes, as is thecasewiththeBoeing and Airbus FMCs, but the
crewcanalsopreparenew routes thatcanthenbe permanently storedin thedatabase.

Both theBoeing/Airbus systems and theUniversal treattheflight planas comprised oftwo
elements, routeinformation andairportinformation. Therationale for thisis thesameinboth
cases: becausedifferenttransitions can be used for thesame runway,SIDsand STARs should not
be included in the routes.

The remainderof thischapter examines thesephilosophies in moredetail.

ENTERING THE BOEING FUGHT PLAN

Before looking at thestTUCture oftheBoeing flight plan, theprocedures forentering theflight
plan are reviewed.

Boeing Flight Plan Procedures

The Boeing system uses two modes to input the flight plan, the Route mode and the Departure/
Arrival mode. The format ofthe route page issimilar toan ATC clearance. Two methods can be
used for inputting the flight plan into the Route mode. The first approach involves entering the
company routenumber.

1. Make sure the airport oforigin isentered inline 1L. Ifit isnot, enter the correct ICAO
station designation into the scratchpad, then line select to the appropriate field.

2. Enter the destination airport into line 1R
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3. Enter the company route number.

4. Enter runway, ifknown. Ifnot known, runway will have tobeentered before takeoff.

1
3
4

LTD

m

L3Q

go

rjg

r
RTE 1

\
i/i

ORIGIN

KJFK
CO ROUTE

DEST
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RUNWAY

VIA TO

<RTE 2 ACTIVATE>

^
J

\M
{M

m

m

m

5. Move to theDEP/ARR modeby pressing theDEP/ARR modekey. Since there is no
active route that has been entered, the DEP/ARR index page will appear.

6. Select the line select key corresponding to the departure airport.
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ED
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DEP/ARR INDEX i/i

<DEP KJFK ARR>

<DEP KSFO ARR>
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KJFK DEPARTURES «*
SIDS RTE 1 RUNWAYS

KNDY4 4L

22R

31L

31R

<INDEX ROUTE>

/

O

DEI

m

m

Alist ofSIDs andrunways will appear. Push theline select key for the appropriate
departure procedure. <SEL> appears next to the selected departure procedure.

O

QD

dfl

EH
QD

\M

KJFK DEPARTURES "*

SIDS RTE 1 RUNWAYS
KNDY4 <SEL> <SEL> 30L
TRANS

BRZPT

o

OB

LIB
QB

QB

QD <INDEX ROUTE> QB

Selecting the desired SID will display all the transitions and runways associated with
thatSID. Select thedesired transition. <SEL> appears next to theselected transition.
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V RTE 1 1/3 ^
ORIGIN DEST

fcPfloUTE KSJC

JFKSJC1
RUNWAY

31L
VIA

DIRECT
TO

RBV

DIRECT ETK

<RTE 2 ACTIVATE>

v /

QB

m
m

rm

no

na

9. Press the ROUTE line select key.

10. Departure procedures selected through the Departure page nowappear onthe Route
page. The flight plan isnow complete butmust beexecuted. To doso, the activate line
select key ispressed. This lights the Execute function keyonthe CDU. Pressing the
Executekey activates the flight plan.

nn

ED

li
rsD

r
RTE 1 «A

ORIGIN

KJFK
CO ROUTE

OPSBGT
RUNWAY

30L
VIA

DEBT

KSFO

TO

<RTE 2 ACTIVATE>

v J

rrai

us

•12

Ifacompany route number isnot used, the beginning and ending points ofeach airway are
entered, as follows.

11. Enter thenextroute segment into thescratchpad. For example, Direct, then use the
fourth lineselectkey to place it in the field beneath "Via."

12. Then enterthe name of the termination location in the scratchpad and use the fourth
line select key on the right to place it in the field beneath 'To." Repeat this process until
allof the waypointshave beenentered.

13. When all of the route segments have been entered, arrival procedures must beentered.
Press the DEP/ARR mode key.
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DEP/ARR INDEX 1/1

<DEP KJFK ARR>

<DEP KSFO ARR>

DEP
<—

OTHER ARRj,
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urn

HH]

m

m

14

Select thedestination airport bypressing thearrival line key select that corresponds to
that airport, in this example, KSJC.

15a-

rjg

rjg

LID

o

KSJC ARRIVALS 1/2

STARS

ROBIE1
RTE 1 RUNWAYS

ILS30L

CAP02 ILS12R

HYP3 VOR12R

GOLDN2 LOC/DME30L

NDB/DME30L

<INDEX ROUTE>

I J

LTR]

\m
•15b

15. Select theappropriate STARS (15a) and runway (15b).

16

LjTJ

ED

ED

o

KSJC ARRIVALS 1/2

STARS RTE
ROBIE1<SEL>
TRANS

AVE

1 RUNWAYS

<SEL>ILS30L

RZS

<INDEX ROUTE>

l J
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16. When the desired arrival procedure has been selected, transitions can be selected.

17. Press the lineselectkey next to route. Arrival procedures that have just been input will
appear.

QB

ED

LID

BD

LID

LID

^

RTE 1 6/6

JCO TO

BLD HEC
JGO

HEC
DIRECT

PMD
STARS

ROBIE ONE
TRANS

AVE

<RTE 2 ACTIVATE>

k- J
_^

LH

BR

Lai

US

rjg] 18

18. The flight plan is nowcompletebut must be executed. To do so, the activateline select
key is pressed. This lights the Execute function key on the CDU.

19 C-3

19. Bypressing the execute key the flight plan becomes active.

The Boeing Flight Plan Structure

Theflight planstructure hastwocentral components, theroutemodeand thedeparture/arrival
mode. Selection ofSIDs, STARs, and transitions takesplacethroughthedeparture/arrival mode,
while thevarious pathsand waypoints areentered throughtheroutemode.

Although bothmodesare integral to entering theflight plan, theybehave, for themostpart, as
separateentities. Theprevious chaptersuggested that theBoeing system canintegrate modes
throughtheuseof promptsthat, throughselection ofa lineselect key,willleaddirectly to
another mode Giventhisdefinition, thedesign of the two modessuggests that theybe consid
eredseparateentities, withoneexceptioa In theDeparture/Arrivalmode,a prompt toaccess
the routemodeis provided. Otherwise, no lineselect pathsare provided.

Although noguidance isprovided inmoving between theroute anddeparture/arrival modes,
integrated clusters ofprocedures are used withineachmode. In thecaseof theroutestructure,
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theroute isconstructed through asimplesequence pathsandwaypoints. Prompts in the form of
fieldlabelsprovideguidanceforcompleting the routeplan.

The departure/arrival mode also has anintegrated clusterofprocedures. Once inthis mode, the
FMC guides the user byprovidingasetofoptions from which theuserchooses the onethatis
desiredThis recognition-based guidance isprovided for selecting thedeparture orarrival
airport, the SIDsand STARs, runways, and transitions.

THE AIRBUS FUGHT PLAN

TheAirbus FMC offers a more coherent setofprocedures forentering a flight plan. Again the
assumption is thata company routewillbeused.

Right Plan Procedures

Like the Boeing system, the A320 FMC wasdesigned tosupport input ofthe flight path based
upon anestablished company route Using this method, inputting the flight plan begins by
entering the company route, origin airport, and destination airport onthe initialization pageAn
alternative route canalso beentered on thatpage The userthenaccesses thefirst pageofthe
flightplan modeusing theFPLN modeselect key.

1. After accessing thefirst page oftheflight planmode, make suretheairport oforigin
anddeparture runway areentered inline 1L (la)and the destination airport and
landing runway in 6L (lb).In theexample shownbelow, the runway information is
shown. Iftherunway isnotshown or is incorrect, therunways, SIDs, STARs, and
transitions must be entered by using a lateral revision.

2. In this example, wewill assume that a departure procedure was selected butmust be
changed. To perform a lateral revision, press theleft line select key next totheairport
with the missing runway. Lateral revisions arealways initiated with a left line select
key. A lateral revision page will appear.
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fil

ljq

m
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Ljg
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KJFK31L
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RBV
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ETX
J60
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DEBT TIME
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3. Press the first left line select key to access the Departure page.

4. The original procedures areshown across thetop. Change the departure runway by
pressing the appropriate line selectkeys.

O

Lig

rjg

Gg

ug

on

LATREV1SON from KJFK

DEPARTURE

<HOLD

<RETURN

VIA/QOTO

[ 1/1 1
NEXTWPT

[ 1
NEWD6ST

[ 1

LIB

QB

LIS

LIS

Selecting a runway automatically accesses SIDs and transitions pages. These are
selected in a similarfashion. Once the runway, SIDs, and transitions are selected, they
are automatically presented on the flight plan page.

rm

LID

3D

ID

an

HO

DEPARTURES h»om KJFK

RWV

31L

•*- 4L

-22R

31L

-31R

- ERASE

sto

JFK4
TRANS

BRZPT

INSERT-*"

cm

L2Bl

LIS

rm

m

6. Entry of the flight plan is now complete. The entire flight plan can be reviewed by
using theslewkeys, identified by thearrowicons on thekeys.

If acompany route is not available, the route must be inputted as aseries of waypoints.

7. Enter the origin anddestination airports and procedures, asabove.
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BIB
E3EI1
HE]
yjijy p♦ I

BBiL©l
O

Slew
Keys

H LH LH [3 EI
13 LULU00

000HLUHEIE]
©©©HSU] EH
©©©BLUEISlI]^

©llQQQBHLIlEaari®

Because the flight plan contains nowaypoints between theorigin and destination
airports, a flight plan discontinuity message appears. Press the line select next to the
message. A lateral discontinuity page willappear.

8- ID

2D

m

ID

ID

FROM ADC1234S

KJFK31L
TIME

1510 0
SFWALT

---/ 500

- - - F-PLN DISCONTINUITY - - -

KSJC30L

DEST TIME OtST EFOB

KSJC30L

V J

9. Enter newwaypoint in thescratchpad - MCDU KBD

16. Line Select at VIA/GO TO (LSK2R)-MCDU
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o

r LAT REV1SON from DISCON A

<HOLD

<RETURN
. TRK303 °/RBV

VIA/GOTO

I VI I
NEXTWPT

NEWDEST

DEI

m
m

mi

m

m

17. Verify newMCDU display(TEMPORARY F-PLN) - MCDU

18. Line Select INSERT at LSK 6R - MCDU

19. Verify new Situation Display on ND - NB

20. Verify new MCDU display - F-PLN DISCONTINUITY (LSK 3D - MCDU

21. Line Select at F-PLN DISCONTINUITY - MCDU

22. Verify newMCDU displayLAT REVFROM RBV- MCDU

22. EnterAirway/NewWaypoint (J60/ETX) inScratchpad -MCDU KBD

23. Line Select at VIA/GO TO (LSK 2R) - MCDU

24. Verify new MCDU display (TEMPORARY F-PLN) - MCDU

25. Line Select INSERT at LSK 6R-MCDU

• REPEAT FOR ALL REMAINING AIRWAY/NEW WAYPOINTS

26. Verify newMCDU display (F-PLN Page A) - MCDU

27. Verify/Monitor newSituation Display onND - NB

To BeCompleted
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The Airbus Right Plan Structure

Thereare someimportant differences betweentheBoeing and Airbus flight plan structures.

Lateral revision format

Anotherimportant difference is the treatment ofthe vertical path in the Airbus system. The
Boeing route pagedid not include fields for altitudes and airspeeds. Only information concern
ing the lateral path is provided. This additional information mustbeaccessed through the Legs
mode. The Airbus, in contrast, integrates this information on the flight plan pages. Ifthe crew has
thisinformation andwishes toinputiton the flight plan, theycan.

To BeCompleted
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THE UNIVERSAL FUGHT PLAN STRUCTURE

Universal UNS-1B Flight Plan Structure

TheUNS-IB structure derives fromARINC 424 whichdefines 19waysofdefining a pathover
the earth. To accomplish this, information isorganized ina hierarchical fashion Aprocedural leg
consists oftwo parts, a leg path anda leg terminator. Accordingly, selection ofleg path occurs
first The UNS-IB distinguishes between Routes, Legs, andFlight Plans. TheFlightPlandefines
the navigation leg sequence the aircraft will follow. Itnormally consistsofSIDs, legs,andSTARs.
The flight plan is temporary: itmust be programmed inat the beginning ofa flight and is erased
when theUNS-IB isturned off. Flight plans typically changeduring thecourse oftheactual
flight These changesaretemporary, that is, appropriate only for that flight For this reason,
Flight Plans are only temporarily stored. Routes, incontrast,arestored permanently inmemory
andcan becopied into the Flight Plan. Any changes made to the Flight Plandonot alter the
original Route used to build the Flight Plan. Ofcourse, theFlight Plan canbepermanently saved
asa Route. However, theprocedures (SIDs, STARs and Approaches) and their transitions arenot
stored aspart ofthe Route They must bere-entered into the Flight Plan each time

To BeCompleted

Universal UNS-1B Flight Plan Procedures

Can access an alphabetical listing ofall the routes stored inthe data base DATA/PILOT/
ROUTES

To BeCompleted
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5. MODIFYING AIRCRAFTVERTICAL PATH

VERTICAL PATH MODIFICATION SCENARIOS

Controlling thevertical path of theaircraft isoneof themostcritical tasks tobeperformed by the
crew, hi areviewofincidents reported toASRS that involved FMSs, failing tomeetanaltitude
restrictions was themostdted cause for havingto file areport Clearly, some flight crewsare
having trouble controlling theiraltitudes using theFMS technology. Thischapter reviews the
procedures for modifying vertical path required by each ofthethree FMCs. In each case, the
scenario willinvolveaclimb situation, eventhough controlling thedescent on final isalso a
serious problem. Since theprocedures used are thesame, only examples involving climbs will be
used. A second constraint isthat procedures for rnodifying vertical path thatdonotinvolve the
FMC are notincluded norare the interactions required between theFMC and themode control
panel

Two common situations requiring modifications tothe vertical path are described. The first
involves inputting altitude restrictions into the flight plan. Expediting the climb inorder toreach
the top-of-climb altitude more quickly will serveas the second example The procedures demon
strated represent common methods for performing these modifications. However, there area
numberofothermethods that can also beused. Inmanycases, eithercompany policy orper
sonal preference determine thechoice of procedures.

MODIFYING THE FUGHT PLAN VERTICAL PATH

Boeing 757/767 Vertical Path Modification

Two modes are likely tobeused tomodify the vertical path during flight The legs mode pro
vides summary information about the planned lateral and vertical path ofthe aircraft.

K>
GQ

Qg

.....

ACT RTE 1 LEGS 5/6

osv

HVE 250/8000
MS* 83 NM

BCE .80/FL180

03S* 160 NM

BLD 807FL290A
035* 160 NM

HEC .80/FL350
092* 35 NM

RESOR

<RTE 2 LEGS DATA>

•-

J
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Theclimbmode page also typically isused to providecurrentdata onaircraft performance.

8b
og

im
og

rjg

[El

ACT 250KT CLB 1/3

TGT ALT

9000
CMD SPD

250KT
EFR

1.28

<ec6n"""""_

< MAX RATE

< MAX ANGLE

7sH1420.1 z

AT

HVE
FUSO

NM

ENGOTJT:

CLBDIR>

HE]

UBI
BFJ

The legs pageshowed that the FMC forecasts that HVE will becrossed atan altitude of9,000 feet.
FMC forecasts are differentiated from crossing restrictions bypresenting forecasts inasmaller
font size. Changes to a leg altitudecanbemade through the legs page. The desired altitude is
simply typed into the scratchpad and moved, using the right line select key to theappropriate
field. Pilot-selected altitudes aretreated ascrossing restrictions andarepresented inthelarger
font size.

DQ

ng

\m

Gg

Lig

\m

ACT RTE 1 LEGS 5/6

051*

HVE 250/8000
045* 88 NM

BCE .80/FL180

035* 160 NM

BLD . 80/FL290A
035* 160 NM

HEC .80/FL350
032* 35 NM

RESOR

<RTE 2 LEGS DATA>

s9000

Airbus A320 Vertical Path Modification

run

HE]

QBl

[M

dBl

[BE]

The flight plan page provides information about both the lateral and vertical path of the aircraft
Consequently, changes to altitude can be made through this page. Such changes, which are
referred to asvertical revisions, require the use ofavertical revision page which isaccessed with
the right line select key located next tothe to-be-modified field.
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Modifying the altitude during climb isusually accompanied bycareful monitoring two other
modes, the performance and progress modes.

Universal UNS-1 B Vertical Path Modification

To BeCompleted

Vertical Path Modification Conclusions

To BeCompleted

Expediting the Climb

The climb phase is usually broken upinto segments. For example, the Boeing757/767 assumes
two climb segments, takeoff to 10,000 feet and 10,000 feet to cruise altitude. Additional crossing
restrictions can result inadditional segments. Although these segments may beprogramed into
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theFMC, an ATC instruction mayoccasionally request thatthecrew climb more quickly, bypass
ing lower restrictions.

Boeing 757/767 Expedited Climb

The performance mode oftheBoeing 757/767offers oneormore pages for each phase offlight.
Inaddition, theclimb performance mode providesa page for each climb segment Onallbutthe
active legpage, thelowestright-hand linesdect keyhasa promptcalled "capture."
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og
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rjg

m

ACT 250KT CLB

1420.1

1/3

AT
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TCTALT

FL290
CMD SPD

.80
EFR

1.28

<ECON ".

< MAX RATE

< MAX ANGLE CAPTURE>

nHi

HB
BPJ

HE]

\M

Pressing thecapture lineselect key one the pageshowing the segment with the target altitude
bypassesall previoussegments.

Airbus A320 Expedited Climb

An expedited climb onthe A320 isperformed bymeans ofthe mode control panel, rather than
the FMC

Universal UNS-1 B Expedited Climb

To BeCompleted

Expedited Climb Conclusions

To BeCompleted

VERTICAL PATH CONTROL CONCLUSIONS

To BeCompleted
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6. LATERAL REVISIONS TO THE FUGHT PLAN

LATERAL REVISIONS SCENARIOS

Lateral modifications totheflight plan can occur for a number ofreasons, induding weatherand
traffic Procedures for implementing four common types ofmodifications aredescribed in this
chapter. These particularmaneuvers were selected eitherbecause they arecommon maneuvers
orbecause they have been dtedasespecially problematic when performed bymeans ofthe FMC
(Eldredge, Mangold, &Dodd,1992).

DIRECT TO A WAYPOINT

Resuming the path defined bythe flight plan following temporary modifications to the flight
plan often requires i^programming the FMC to perform a "direct to" a waypoint which is
already part of the flightplan.

Boeing 757/767 Direct to a Waypoint

The Boeingsystem has adired/intercept modePressing this mode select key accesses a modi
fied version of the legs page.
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Copy the desired waypoint to thescratchpad (#1), using the appropriate line select key, then line
seled it to the DIRECT TO line (#2).
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Line select thewaypoint into the desired location within thesequence (#3).

Airbus A320 Direct to a Waypoint

While in the flight plan page, press the dired to mode select key to display the DIRECTTO
promptand field on the flight plan page.

na
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rm
Lig

Y
FROM ABC1234S

JXRECTTO

irJW
TRK060" -'^390

J60

LNK
J60

HCT
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TIME DIST
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v J
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rjg

qfj
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Lig
Lig

Enter the desired waypoint in the scratchpad (#1). Use the first line select key to move the
waypoint to theDiredTo field (#2).
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Aflight plandiscontinuity promptshould appear.
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Press the dearfunction key. Clear will appear inthe scratchpad. Select the line select key next to
the flight plan discontinuity prompt toclear theprompt

Universal UNS-1 B Direct to a Waypoint

Adirect to begins bysdecting the dired to modesdedkey. The cursor will automatically appear
in theDirect Tofield. Also, a listofflight planwaypoints will beshown.
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PLT / SID 1/1

DIRECT TO |IOW |
3> IOW
4 LNK
5 HCT
6 DEN
7 GJT
8 HVE
9 BCE

HOLDING ->
PATTERN

10 BLD
11 HEC

it PVOR RETURN ->

B

B

B

If the waypoint is listed, associated reference number can be entered. Ifnot, type in the identifier.
Pressing the enter key condudes the procedure. If the waypoint is part of the flight plan, the
navigation page will appear, with the present position in the from waypoint position and the
direct to waypoint identifier in the to position. If the waypoint is not part of the existing flight
plan, present position will be in the from position, the dired to waypoint will be in the to posi
tion, and the cursor will be inanentry fidd that will allow the new to waypoint to beintegrated
into the flight plan. Entering the reference number of the waypoint that comes after the new to
waypoint will complete theprocedure.

Conclusions

To BeCompleted

ENTERING A CROSSING RADIALFROM A FIX AS A ROUTE WAYPOINT

Occasionally, the crew may be asked to to enter enterafix which will serve as awaypoint A
radial from this waypoint then defines the leg (bearing) from that waypoint This example
assumes a downtrack rather than abeam course.

Boeing 757/767 Crossing Racial from a Fix

The first step involves defining the fix which is to serve as the waypoint This is accomplished by
pressing thefix mode seled key.
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Boeing757/767

FromtheLEGSpage,selecttheDIR/INTC
modeseledkeytodisplaytheLEGSpagewith
DIRECTTOandINTCLEGTOpromptsand
fields.Verifythatthepromptsandfieldsappear.

Enterthedesiredwaypointinthescratchpad.
Verifythatthewaypointhasbeenentered
correctly.

Uselineseledkey6Ltomovethewaypointto
theDIRECTTOfield.Verifythatthewaypoint
hasbeenmovedintothecorrectfield.

PresstheEXECmodeseledkeytodesignate
thatwaypointastheactivewaypoint.

AirbusA320

FromtheF-PLNpage,seledtheDIRmode
seledkeytodisplaytheDIRECTTOprompt
andfieldontheF-PLNpage.Verifythatthe
promptandfieldappear.

Enterthedesiredwaypointinthescratchpad.
Verifythatthewaypointhasbeenentered
corredly.

Uselineselectkey1Ltomovethewaypointto
theDIRECTTOfield.Verifythatthewaypoint
hasbeenmovedintothecorrectfield.

Aflightplandiscontinuitypromptshould
appear.

Selectthedearfunctionkey.CLRwillappearin
thescratchpad.

Seledthelineseledkeynexttotheflightplan
discontinuityprompt.Thiswillcleartheprompt.

UniversalUNS-1B

AccesstheDiredTomodebypressingthe
DiredTomodeselectkey.Thecursorwillbe
positionedovertheDirectTowaypointfieldand
alistofwaypointsindudedintheflightplanwill
appear.

EntertheidentifierofthedesiredDirectTo
waypointbyenteringtheassociatedreference
numberortypinginthethree-characterdesig
nator.Ifthewaypointisnotpartoftheflight
plan,enterthethree-characterdesignator.

Thenavigationpagewillappear,iftheDirectTo
waypointisindudedintheflightplan,the
presentpositionwillbeintheFrompositionand
theDirectTowaypointwillbeintheToposition.
IftheDiredToIsanewwaypoint,thecursor
winappearinthenextidentifierentryfieldto
allowthenextwaypointinthesequencetobe
entered.

Table6-1.ComparisonofDirectToproceduresfortheB-757/767,A-320,andUniversal(cont.nextpage).
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Boeing757/767

SelectDirectToMode(ModeSelectKeypath)

MoveExistingDataFromReldtoReld(Select
Object;SeledReld)

PressActivateLineSeledKey(Accept
Changes)

PressExecuteFunctionKey(Activate
Changes)

AirbusA320

SelectDirectToMode(ModeSelectKeypath)

MoveExistingDataFromFieldtoReld(Select
Object;SeledReld)

PressClearFunctionKey(SeledObjed)

LineSeledtoReldwithDiscontinuityPrompt
(SelectReld)

UniversalUNS-1B

SelectDirectToMode(ModeSelectKeypath)

KeyinDesignator(CreateObject)or
SelectfromList(CopyObjed)

PressEnterKey(AcceptandActivate
Changes)

Table6-1.ComparisonofDiredToproceduresfortheB-757/767,A-320,andUniversal(cont.frompreviouspage).
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c

MM
|2L|

> O

0
IH|

TRl

v—
FIX

[ K 11 11 11 1
DNTKFX

FIX INFO

8RQ / 018 FR

ETA DTO ALT
i

n

rsq

|4L|
ABEAM

f3Rl

|4K|

|SL| <ABM rsRi

rsq <ERASE rsRi

A —h

Next, athree-letter identifier isentered inthescratchpad (#1) and line sdeded tothefirst left
field (#2). Bearing and distance information will appearnext to the fix name. The desired radial
from the fix is then entered into the downtrack field (#3). Radial/distance from the fix to that
point where the radial crosses the active route isautomatically displayed. Pressing the first line
sded keycopies the fix/radial/distance tothescratchpad (#4).

m

m

m

ID

SI

0f FIX INFO ,M )
FIX SRO / OS FR

BLD 037/159
ONTKFX ETA OTG

034/60 1835.7 100
ALT

FL310

ABEAM

<ABM

<ERASE
BLD034.0/060.0

^

The legs page must then beaccessed.
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O

QD

ED

LaD

LfiD

( "ACT RTE 1 LEGS 5/6

051*

HVE .80/FL350
IMS* UNM

BCE .80/FL310
BBS* lfiONM

BLD .80/FL290
(DS* HONM

HEC .78/FL210
032* 3SNM

RESOR

<RTE 2 LEGS DATA>
k BLD034.0/060.0

n

m

eh

The fix, radial, and bearing information appears on thescratchpad. This data must then be line
seleded tothe appropriate location within the waypoint sequence (#5).

•3
QTJ.

rjg

rjg

ug

ACT RTE 1 LEGS s/e

051 •

HVE

034*

BLD01

mt
<RTE 2 LEGS

88 NM

100 KM

60 NM

160 NM

.80/FL350

.8Q/FL310

.80/FL290

.80/FL290

J8/FL210
- -EXTENOEO

DATA>

Airbus A320 Crossing Radial from a Fix

Entering acrossing restriction begins byaccessing the data mode.

Press thefirst line sded keyon theleft (#1).
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DATA INDEX
STORED

< WAYPOINTS WAYPOINTS >
STORED

< NAVAIDS NAVAIDS >
STORED

< RUNWAYS RUNWAYS >
STORED

< ROUTES ROUTES >
FosrnoN

< A/C STATUS MONITOR >

O

nm

m

EH

HfU

m

Enter the waypoint into the scratchpad (#2), then line sded tothe first fidd (#3). Latitude and
longitude informationnow appears.

c

1*1

> o

0
r>

WAYPOINT

IDENT

I H 11 11 II 1
LAT / LONO

PLACE/BRO/OWT

r

r

l*M l*H

\u\ RETURN> m

^
1*1

BLD01

l> *

rBR;

C

ft

) o

0
v

WAYPOINT

IDENT

BLD01 r
|U| 3480.4N/1Y4Sl!?6Vv r^

\j\]
PLACE/BRO/OIST

13^

l*M |4^

l»L| RETURN> r^

|6L|

L^ 1
|6^

Place, bearing, and distance information must now be entered into the scratchpad (#4) and line
seleded to the third field (#5).
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Press the return lineseled key (#5).

O

rjg

og

og

Ljg

LID

WAYPOINT
IDENT

BLD01
LAT / LONG

3480.4N / 11461.6E
PLACE/0KB/ DIST

BLD/034.0/060.0

RETURN>

Q3

LIB

LIB

LIB

BLD/034.0/060.0
*C

Thenew waypoint must now be entered into the flight plan. Enternew waypoint into the
scratchpad, then press the linesdedkey next to the appropriate place in the waypoint sequence
(#6).

OS

Q3
Og

ug

((
FROM ABC1234!

HVE TCfo.o jm»
J60

BCE
TRK04S* .Bmsio

bTdoi
TRK034* «L290

£b
TRK03S* .80^90

rtc TRK035* '.WL210

Ki5c30L TIME DIST EF08

. BLD01
J

Universal UNS-1 B Crossmo Radial from a Fix

To BeCompleted
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Crossing Radial from a Fix Conclusions

To BeCompleted

EXECUTING A HOLD

Holds maybeexecuted inresponse toATC instructions orfollowing amissed approach. In
many cases, executing ahold takes place under high workload conditions, contributing to the
need for hold procedures that are easy tounderstand and accomplish

The holding parameters are: Inbound Course; Left orRight Tunvand Time/Distance

A holding may be inserted in theF-PLN

- Automatically aspart of the procedure

- Manuallyat a fixedwaypoint

- Manually at Present Position (PPOS)

A holdingmanually insertedis

- dther automatically COMPUTED by the FMS

- or retrieved fromthe DATABASEif a database-defined holding existsat the revise
point

Aholding defined byDATABASE orCOMPUTED bythe FMS or inserted as aPROCEDURE
may bemodified manuallybythe pilot In this case aprompt in line 2R allows reversion to the
previous definition. The following displays show the various possiblecombinations.

The Boeing 757/767 Hold

1. Verify current CDU display (ACT RTE 1 LEGS)-CDU
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EO
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GQ

ran

Draft

ACT RTE 1 LEGS 1/3

032"

HEC 250/FL210
032* 35 NM

RESOR
ids* 27 NM

PMD
103' 100 NM

AVE 2S0/FL180
276*

ROBIE
- "EXTENDED

<RTE 2 LEGS DATA>

V

O

um

{M

L2f3

03

US

Ls3

Z Select HOLD ModeKey-CDU KBD

3. Verify new CDUdisplay (ACT RTE1LEGS- modified) with HOLDAT selections at LSK
6L/6R-CDU

DTJ

L1Q

EaTJ

/

ACT RTE 1 LEGS 1/3

032'

HEC 250/FL210
032* 35 NM

RESOR
105* 27 NM

PMD
105* 100 NM

AVE 2S0/FL180
276*

ROBIE

[][]|][J[J PPOS>

V

m

4. Enter HOLD Fix in scratchpad-CDU KBD

5. Line Seled to LSK 6L - CDU

6. VerifynewCDU display(MOD RTE 1 HOLD) - CDU

(NOTE: If HOLD exists in DATABASE,new CDU display wiU be ACT RTE 1HOLD.)
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O

CEl
rm

L2Q

QO

ug

LSD

MOD RTE 1 HOLD i/i

FIX

RESOR
QUAD/RADIAL

INBOUNDOS/DIR

LEGUME

- MIN

LEG DIST

<ERASE

SFD/TCT/ALT

FIX/ETA

ETC TIME

HOLDAVAIL

BESTSPEED
KT

7. Enter HOLDPattern variables/data intoscratchpad - CDUKBD

8. LineSeled toappropriate line (LSK xL/xR)-CDU

9. Verify current CDU display (MOD RTE 1HOLD -with data) -CDU

LTD

L2D

Lan

[3D

HO

LfiD

r ACTRTE 1 LEGS 1/3

032-

HEC
032*

RESOR
35 NM

250/FL210

250/FL210
HOIDAT

RESOR
103'

PMD
103*

AVE

27 NM

100 NM

250/FL210

2S0/FL210

250/FL180

<RTE 2 LEGS DATA>

^ -

ITRl

m

m

na

m

O

LTRJ

ED

tm

m

m
m

10. Seled EXEC Mode Key to add HOLD Pattern to the active route -CDU KBD

11. Select LEGS Mode Key to display the ACT RTE 1LEGS page with HOLD AT displayed
above the intended wpt -CDUKBD

12. Verify current CDU dispby (ACT RTE 1LEGS page with HOLD AT displayed) -CDU

ENTER HOLD
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13. Verify current position usingCDU (ACT RTE 1LEGS page with HOLD AT displayed) and
Navigation Display - CDU&ND

14. Sdect HOLDMode Key-CDU

15. Verify current CDU page (ACT RTE 1HOLD) -CDU

DD

LID

LaD
BD

[sQ

O

ACTRTE1HOLD i/i1
FIX SPD/TCT/ALT

RESOR 2S0/FL210
QUAD/RADIAL
NE/032°

FIX/ETA

1636.3 z
INBOUNDCRS/DIR

211 7 LTURN
EC TIME

1640.1 z
LEG TIME HOLD AVAIL

IS MM - 2 + 35
LEG DIST BESTSPEED

242 kt

<NEXTHOLD EXITHOLD>

J

rrm

BE

LH

LH

16. Execute Turn To HOLD

17. Monitor HOLD Execution-CDU &ND

EXIT HOLD

18. Verify current CDU page (ACT RTE 1HOLD) - CDU

19. Line Sded EXIT HOLD (LSK 6R)-CDU

20. Verify current CDU page (ACT RTE 1HOLD with EXIT ARMED at LSK 6R) -CDU
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ACT RTE 1 HOLD 1/1

FIX

RESOR
QUAD/RADIAL
NE/0320
INBOUND CRS/DJR

211 •/ LTURN
LEG TIME

15 M1N
LBCDIST

<NEXTHOLD

SPD/TCT/ALT

250/FL210
FK/ETA

1636.3 z
ETC TIME

1640.1 z
HOLDAVAIL

- 2 + 35
BESTSPEED

242 XT

EXIT ARMED

Da

Las

Lea

21. Sdect EXEC ModeKey-CDUKBD

22. Verify current CDU page (ACT RTE 1LEGS) and monitor return to current course CDU &
ND

Airbus A320 Hold

1. Verify current MCDU display (F-PLN page A)-MCDU

fib
Lig

og

og

Lig

lid

FROM

HEC

RESOR
DIRECT

PMD

AVE

ROBIE
DEST

KSJC30L

Vi

TIME

TRK211*

TRK100*

TRK101*

TRK276*

TIME DIST

STD/ALT

250/FL210
35 NM

60 NM

140 NM

250/FL180
«0NM

250/FL180
EFOB

2. LineSeled RESOR (FROM WPT) (LSK ID-MCDU

3. Verify new MCDUdisplay (LAT REVISION AT RESOR) -MCDU
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rm
Lig

Lig
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LAT REVISION AT RESOR

<HOLD

<RETURN

VIA/GO TO

I I/I I
NEXTWPT

I I
NEW DEST

I 1

rm

m
BB

na

LIB

4. Line Sded HOLD (LSK 3L) - MCDU

NOTE:

A. IfHOLD exists inthe Database, the new MCDU display will betitied: DATABASE HOLD
AT RESOR; andthe holding procedure will beinserted from the database;

B. IfDATABASE HOLD does notexist, theFMGC will propose adefault computed HOLD,
and the MCDU display will be titied: COMPUTED HOLD AT RESOR;

C If the pilot elects to modify the HOLD pattern the MCDU display will be titied: HOLD AT
RESOR

fii
rjg

ug

zg

Lig

og

DATABASE HOLD AT RESOR
INBCRS

120°
TURN

L
TIKE/DIST

2.0/6.0

LAST EXIT

UTC FUEL

<ERASE
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ug

Lig

rjg
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COMPUTED HOLD AT RESOR
IMBCRS

125°
TURN

L
TIKE/OIST

25/12.0

LAST EXIT
UTC FUEL

<ERASE INSERT>

5. Enter desired parameter changes inscratchpad (changes) -MCDU KBD

6. LineSdect toappropriate position (LSK xL)-MCDU

7. Verify new MCDU display (HOLD ATRESOR)-MCDU

[JR|

m

m

m

m

Lea

O

HOLD AT RESOR

ug

INBCRS

110°
TURN

R
TIHE/DIST

2.0/6.0

REVERT TO

DATABASE>

rjg

rjg

rjg

lid

LAST EXIT

UTC FUEL

<ERASE

8. Line Seled INSERT at LSK 6R - MCDU

9. Verify new MCDU display (F-PLN Page A)-MCDU

10. Verify new Situation Display onND-ND
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Universal UNS-1 B Hold

To BeCompleted

Executing Holds Conclusions

To BeCompleted
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f
FROM

\
ABC12U5

HEC
TIME SPD/ALT

250/FL210

RESOR
HOLD

.

HOLD SPEED 250

TRK211* 35 NM

RESOR
DIRECT TRK276* 80 NM

PMD
DEST TIME DIST EFOB

KSJC30L

v J
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